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Joint Park Issue Surfaces At Council Meeting
Dog ordinance
Ordered Drawn
City Attorney Wells Overbey
was instructed by the city
council last night to draw an
Ordinance, based on a suggested
ordinance submitted by Melvin
Henley, and the special
problems committee, designed
to control dogs running free
within the City of Murray.
The suggested ordinance says
that it shall be unlawful for
persons to own or keep dogs
over six months old within the
city without first obtaining a
license for the dog and provides
for insuring that licensed dogs
are also vaccinated against
rabies.
The ordinance also provides
for the employment of
veterinarians to innoculate dogs
and issue licenses and provides
for the position of City Dog
Warden.
The ordinance, when drawn,
will stipulate that any dog found
at large shall be subject to be
seized and impounded by the
dog Warden and will set time
limits on claiming the dog. Dogs
not claimed within the specified
time limit will be properly
disposed of
The ordinance, which will
probably be heard by the
councilmen on the first reading
at the next meeting of the group
Nov. 15, also provides for
owners and keepers of dogs
found to be in violation of the
ordinance to be subject to fines.
The ordinance prohibiting
parking on Olive Street from 4th
to 12th Street was approved on
the second reading by the
councilmen. The newly inacted
law does not allow parking
along either side of Olive between 4th and 12th except in
front of the Murray ElectricWater &Sewer System building

82

and the South Central Bell
Telephone offices.
Councilman Dave Willis
announced that the city had
received state approval for the
construction of the sanitary
landfill operation and the next
step, which he said was just a
formality, was to get authority
to perate the landfill.
The council hired four new
policemen on the recommendation the police committee, which is chaired by
councilman Buel Stalls.
Stalls said that he had
originally recommended that
the council allow the transfer of
two patrolmen from the EEA
Title V and Title VI programs
but that the regulations on
these programs have since been
changed, and he requested that
these patrolmen be left as they
are and that four regular
patrolmen be hired to replace
four lost through resignations.
The council approved the
hiring of the four men recommended by the committee, two
to begin duty Nov. 15 and two to
begin duty Dec. 1.
Hired to start work with the
police department on Nov. 15
were William Henry Cullop, Rt.
3, Murray, and Jerry L. Carter,
Rt. 2 Hazel. The two hired to go
on duty Dec. 1 were Lyle James
Pridemore and Steve B. Owens.
Stalls also requested, in view
of the shortage of personnel in
the police department, thatCapt. James Witherspoon, Det.
Sgt. Dale Spann, and
Sgt.
Tommy Phillips be paid for
seven days vacation in lieu of
actually taking the vacation.
The council approved this action.
Stalls presented the council
(See Stalls, Page 14)

Gary Ellison Home'
Destroyed By Fire

Fiscal Court
To Meet With
City Councilmen
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FOUR WARDS RECOMMENDED-A special mayor's calimittee recommended to the Murray City Council last night that the
city be reapportioned into four wards rather than the present two wards. An "East Ward" would be bounded generally by the city
limits on the north,east and south and by Eighth and Twelth streets no the west. A "North West Ward" would be bounded generally
by the city limits on the north and west sides, by Main Street on the south and by Eighth Street on the east. "Central "Ward" would
be bounded generally by the city limits on the west, Main Street on the north, Johnson Blvd. on the South and Eighth and Twelth on
the East. A "South West Ward- would be bounded by Johnson Blvd. on the north, the city limits on the west and south and Ninth and
Twelth Streets on the east. (Refer to story for more exact boundaries 1.

ankle fighting the blaze and
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
was taken to the hospital
yokipteers battled a fierce blaze
emergency room for treatment.
friat practically destroyed the
Firemen used all the fireGary Lynn Ellison home on
trucks's water supply and
Route Two last night. Firemen
additional water from the
worked over three hours at the
tanker iunit. The portable
scene to save the shell of the
generator was set up and
modern brick-veneer home
floodlights were used for
located north of the Mayfield
overhaul and salvage.
highway near Penny.
Peggy Jennings and Diane
A Fire-Rescue spokesman
The Murray City Council last explaining the committee's
Johnson dispatched the call
reported they salvaged a
television and a home freezer. with the following men fighting night moved in favor of drawling recommendation. Members of
Two rooms of the home were the fire: Bernard Steen, Jim an ordinance changing the city the committee, in addition to
Wilkerson, Jim Johnson, Edwin from two wards to four wards, Jones, were F.A. Cogdell,
damaged by heat and smoke but
the remainder of the house was Jennings, Loyd Key, Gordon following a recommrnendation James C. Williams, Pete
Wirt, Ronnie Barnett, Aaron from a special committee ap- Waldrop and Glenn Wilcox.
gutted. Firemen removed
Jones said that the committee
burning debris from the Dowdy, Bud Miller, Ron Stout, pointed by Mayor Holmes Ellis
Mike Fancy, Jesse Redden, to study the present wards in based its reapportionment
building before returning to
Robert the city,
recommendations on the total
Mason
Milby,
firehouse.
Marshall Jones, chairman of voters registered in the various
The Ellisons were on a Trenholm, Phil Owens, Ran
shopping trip when the fire Stout, Bill Marcum, and Larry the committee, made a parts of the city and the number
presentation to the council of persons who actually voted in
started. They found their home Hale.
full of smoke when they
returned about 8:30 p.m. Ellison
reported a spare bedroom was
ablaze and there was water all
over the kitchen floor. He
surmised that a water heater
could have exploded and set the
blaze.
Mrs. Ellison went across the
road to aweighbor's home and
called the Fire-Rescue unit,
which responded with their
truck, tanker, emergency
wagon and 18 men.
Gary, his wife, Wanda, and
four -year-old daughter,
Melanie, lost all their personal
belongs.
One fireman, Bud Miller,
received minor injuries to his

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Ledger &Times News Editor
Cooperation between the
Murray City Council and the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
was the topic of a heated
discussion at the regular
meeting of the Murray City
Council last night, and the
outcome evidently will be a
joint meeting of the two groups
in an attempt to settle their
differences.
Councilman Rex Alexander
opened the discussion when he
responded to an editorial that
appeared in Wednesday's
Ledger & Times concerning
action of the council on the park
problem at a previous meeting.
The editorial had criticized the
council for not consulting with
the fiscal court before
authorizing the purchase of
park property.
"Let me preface what I have
to say by saying I'm 100 per cent
behind a taint-city county
(park," Alexander said.
"We are willing to sit down
with any group," he continued,
"and particularly the Fiscal
Court to further resolve this
issue and make a joint purchase
and a joint effort about this."
Alexander added that he felt
the council would continue to
build toward cooperation
between the city and county
governments."As I have said in
the past, I would hope that we
can use this as a springboard t.

other county-city activities, we
are citizens of the county and
citizens of our city here and
we're wththg,I think, to have
the groups to sit down and try to
resolve any differences that
might have come forth."
Many pro tern and MayorElect, John E. Scott, who was
presiding in the absence of
Mayor Holmes Ellis who has
been hospitalized, asked County
Judge Robert 0. Miller, who
was in the audience, for any
remarks that he might like to
make concerning the issue.
Miller said that the Fiscal
Court had asked him to appear
at the council meeting and said
that he had understood the Clerk
to say in reading the minutes of
the last meeting that a motion
was passed at the last meeting
of the council authorizing the
purchase of the Pullen property
at a figure of not more than
$175,000.
"I don't understand what you
mean that you're trying to
cooperate if you pass that kind
of motion," Miller said. "You'd
like to know when we first
started to cooperate," Miller
continued,"my memory is that
it was in April of this year and
that this council authorized the
mayor to appoint six citizens of
Murray and the Fiscal Court
authorized me to appoint six
citizens of the county."
The joint committee looked at
(See Park, Page 14)

Fiscal Court Recesses
Until Tuesday Meeting
An abbreviated Fiscal Court
meeting was recessed Thursday
and will be continued Tuesday,
Nov. 13, according to County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Action taken Thursday
morning by the court included
hearing a report from state jail
consultant Leroy Porter saying
that everything was in order at
the local jail.

A group was heard requesting
a new bridge on the Beech
Grove Road, since the one there
now has been burned twice. The
Court indicated that a new
bridge had already been approved.

Committee Recommends
Four Wards For Murray Murray Board Of

lerk

WEATHER
FORECAST
Decreasing doui'Sit=
coming partly cloudy by mid
day. Cool with highs today in
the lcrw 40s. Fair and cool
tonight, lows in the low to mid
20s. Mostly sunny and cool Saturday, with highs in the low to
mid 40s.

the May primary this year. He
explained that no other accurate population figures were
available at this time.
The city is presently split into
two wards, divided by Main
Street. Jones said that the
committee had determined that
61 per cent of the registered
voters in the city and 61 per cent
of the persons voting in the May
primary, were residents of
Ward B.
The committee chairman said
that the state laws provide that
the city may be divided into
wards, not exceeding six, and
each ward must have an equal
number of the 12 seats on the
council.
Jones said that the committee
had decided that four wards
would be most suitable for the
city at this time and that in view
of the fact that there are 4,762
registered voters in the city, the

committee had tried to draw the
lines so that approximately
1,200 voters would reside in
each ward.
For identification, the
committee designated the
recommended new wards the
East Ward, The North West
Ward, the Central Ward and the
South West Ward.
The East ward would be
bounded by the city 'Lolls on the
east and the northern boundary
would follow the northern city
limit line to a line coinciding
with Eighth Street. The line
would follow Eighth St. south to
Olive where it would turn west
to 10th St., follow 10th St. south
to Main and follow Main back to
Eighth. The line would go south
on Eighth Street to Sycamore
which it would follow west to
12th St., following 12th South to
Glendale Road, and Glendale
(See Wards, Page 141

City's Motion On Annexation
Issue Is Continued By Judge

The motion by the City of
Murray to dismiss a suit in
Circuit Court blocking a
proposed annexation north of
Murray was continued today by
Judge James Lassiter.
• The metalc..1, melte by - ciOyattorney Wells Chrerbey, sought
to dismiss a petition filed by
several residents of an area
FIREMAN MASON MAW retreats with fire hose from smoke and heat as he fought fire that north of Murray which the City
ruined the borne of Gary Linn Ellison last night. The fire had already broken through the large proposes to annex. The petition
filed by the residents opposes
picture window in the right background when Calloway Co.firemen arrived.
the action

Judge Lassiter continued the
case so that the attorney for the
residents of the area, Joe Owen
of Benton, could study the
matter further. Owen told the
Judge this morning that he had
er4.- rye/9d the inbrenistion
on the issue yesterday and
needed more time to study it.
Lassiter indicated that a
ruling would be made on the
next Rule Day, which will be
November 23.

A raise for election officers
was also approved,from $12 per
day to $15.

Education Meets
Superintendent Fred Schultz
Routine business was handled
at the regular meeting of the recommended that contracts
Murray Board of Education for average daily attendance
be exchanged with Mayfield
Thursday.
and Marshall County schools,
The board reviewed a
which was approved, and the
suggested policy for organizing
time for regular meetings of the
clubs and student organizations
board was changed from 7:30
at Murray High School, and
p.m. to 7 p.m. for the winter
after discussing the policy
months. The next meeting was
proposals, approved
the
changed from Thanksgiving
measure.
Day to the fifth Thursday of
The policy provides that a
representative of the spon- November.
Reports were also heard from
soring group will meet with the
the superintendent concerning
principal for the purpose of
changes in the foundation'
explaining the objectives and
program. These were: from the
goals of the organization. If the
state department of education,
principal, after consulting with
suggestions that change the
staff members and parents,
program from a classroom unit
thinks the organization will be
to a pupil cost unit method of
beneficial to Murray High
funding; from the legislative
students, he will arrange for the research commission, a power
group to make a proposal to the
equalization program, where
student council.
poorer counties would receive
If the council gives its ap- as much funding per pupil from
proval, the sponsoring group taxation as larger counties; and
must then obtain a faculty the third suggested change
advisor for the club or group. would keep the present
All members of the club will be program and apply percentage
voluntary, and meetings must increases for cost of living.
be held after school hours.
A new memorandum was also
The policy also encourages all discussed for the federal
other clubs and organisations to 8°,91rnf_ri!nt t:P _fund veyt
eviluale the "eiteelivenese of 6tris mill costi.-Sfutients'
their orgardzitiOn in light of purchasing more than one halftheir objectives and make pint of milk per day may now
changes as necessary in order purchase the extra milk at five
that the student group will cents per carton, instead of the
provide a meaningful learning ten-cent charge for the first
experience for the students.
half-pint.
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TUBBS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Tubbs of
Hardin Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Jon
Wesley, weighing eight pounds
eleven ounces, born on
Tuesday, November 6, at 9:29
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Twin Lakes Mooring
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Tubbs of Benton
Route Five and Mrs. Elsie
Snyder of Hardin Route One.

Friday, November 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 F & AM
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Hazel
Lodge
Creative Arts Department Of
the Murray Woman's Club will
hold it annual bazaar at LitUeton's during store hours.

HOPSON BOY
Joshua Steele is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
William S. Hopson, 703 Vine
Street, Murray, for their baby
DEN THREE of Pack 57 of the Cub Scouts are dressed for their Viking Skit presented at the Ocboy, weighing seven pounds ten tober Pack meeting. They, along with their den mother, Mrs. Suzanne Doyle, also visited the Ledger
ounces, born on Wednesday, de Times as one of their activities. Shown, left to right, are James Ray Thomas, Barry Wyatt, Gary
November 7, at 9:78 a.m. at the Galloway, Larrydale Adams, Brian Doyle, John Lee,and Wilson Simmons.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
phrtes, Evelyn Kesterson, Mary
The father is employed at
Lassiter, Nell Lowe, Mavis
Carroll Volkswagen, Murray.
McCamish, Merrie Virginia
Grandparentts are L. J.
McIntosh, Mary Sue McKenLacy Hopson,and Mrs. Maurine
Moore,
dree, Katherine
J. Hopson of Murray and Mr.
Imogene Moore and Zuaneta
and Mrs. Edward S. Apyar of
Phelps;
McKeesport, Pa.
Lovey Raburn, Edna Lynn
Bradley, "Lonesome Valley," and "Old
Evelyn
Miss
Radford, Betty Rogers, Joe
assistant professor in the Kentucky Home"
Anna Rowland, Eva Ross,
psychology department at
The Hickman and Carlisle
HISTORICAL CRANBERRY
spoke county groups were hostesses Margaret Rudd, Katy Shaw,
University
State
Murray
The cranberry has the
Willena Shaw,Carolyn Sullivan,
luncheon meeting of for the occasion.
distinction of being a native at the
Lisa Spann, Lorene Swan, Nina
Delta
of
Chapter
Gamma
atguests
and
Members
American fruit. Long before
T. Tuggle, Ruth Tucker, Helene
arrival of the Pilgrims in 1620, Kappa Gamma of Kentucky at tending included Lanette Allen, Visher,
Wilson,
Wilma
the Holiday Inn in Fulton Bertie Ashbrook, Ruby Ash-the Indians were combining
Katherine Williamson, Golda
brook, Patti Bolin, Evelyn
crushed cranberries with Saturday.
Miss Bradley's topic was Bradley, Aleine Craddock, Waters, Roberta Whitnah, Ruby
dried deer meat and melted
fat to make pemmican — a "The Need for Continuing Lucinda Darnell, Mildred Simpson, Imogene Heath and
convenience food which could Education." She stressed the Davis, Katie Doran, Clara Martha Woodrow.
be kept safely longer than Importance of being oriented Eagle, Joyce Fortin, Myrtelle
Never use a commercial oven
most foods of the day.
toward the future and keeping Futrelle, Mildred Hatcher, Lula
History credits the Pilgrims involved in the changing scene. Hodges, Mary Alice Burn- cleaner in a self-cleaning oven.
with giving the fruit its New references as well as older
modern name. To them, pink
ones were suggested for a
cranberry blossoms resem- reading program for those who
bled the heads of cranes, so wish to keep informed.
they named the fruit "Crane
Mrs. Joyce Fortin, first vice
berry". It was later shortened
preLsdent, presided over the
to cranberry.
business session. Mrs. Irene
Johnson, chairman of the
professional affairs committee,
presented a program on the
theme for the year,"Continuing
Changing
for
Education
PROBLEM?

"The Need For Continuing Education" Is
Subject Of Talk By Miss Evelyn Bradley
At Meeting Of Gamma Gamma Chapter

WATER WEIGHT
us,

E-LIM
water in the body can
be uncomfortable. E-LINI will
help you lose excess water

Excess

weight. We at HOLLAND
DRUGSTORE recommend

Only $1.50

it.

Mrs. Lucinda Darnall, choral
director at Calloway County
High School, opened the
program with folk music which
she accompanied on the
dulcimer and the autoharp. The
group sang "Go Tell Aunt
Rhody," "Sourwood Mountain," "On Top of Old Smoky,"

Comle line of
LANDSCAPING STOCK
Specials for the Weekend!!
* JAPANESE HOLLY: ILEX COMPACTA
CORNUTA ROTUNDA (Berry Producing)
* IDEAL FOUNDATION PLANTS
Reg. '3.50

Now

$250

We Have a Complete Line of
JAPANESE and CHINESE HOLLY

Shirley Garden Center
Phone 753-8944

500 N 4th

CENTRAL

ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
Due to popular demand

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAF. ABBY If you use my letter, please don't use
my name I already feel like a first class fool. I am a 58year-old widow who signed up with a computer dating
service four months ago.
I was interviewed in person and said I liked classical
music and theater, and only wanted a presentable escort I
paid them $398, and they guaranteed me two dates a month
with a man supposedly selected by computer whose interests would match mine.
None of the characters they came up with were even
presentable. All impressed me as men who were looking for
a meal ticket. Some were insulting.
After four months without one suitable date, I asked
this company for a $200 refund. They turned me down I
saw my lawyer, who said I was an idiot for having gone for
a deal like this in the first place.
I could sue them. but I don't want to publicize my
foolishness I ask you, are all these mating and dating
services just out to take people? And where does a respectBEEN HAD
able woman go to meet a decent man?
DEAR BEEN: I've had both bad and good reports on
computer dating and mating services. IMostly bad, which
Is not surprising since people write to me about their bad
breaks—not their good.) I agree with your lawyer. Respectable women meet decent men thru mutual friends, or in
decent places like volunteer organizations. church groups,
and adult education classes.
DEAR ABBY I am 17 years old and am still a virgin.
This guy I'll call Randy asked me to go all the way with
him. I told him I was saving myself for marriage, and he
said I was foolish because no guy wants a virgin anymore.
Is that true?
Randy signed up for the Navy for four years and he is
leaving soon. Do you think a girl should get that serious
with a guy before he goes into the Navy? He probably just
wants somebody to write to, but I am afraid to get involved
with him knowing he'll be tied up with the Navy for so
long.
Please tell me what to do as I am all mixed up.
IN DOUBT

Camp 592 of the WOW will
meet at the WOW Hall at seven
p.m. Note change in date from
Thursday to Friday.

Sunday, November 11
The Murray Music Teachers
Association will present their
students in recitals at 1:30 p.m.
and 3:15 p.m. in Room 346 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building,
Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Oury Smith will
celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary with an open house
at the home of a son, Kenny
Smith, Kirksey Route One,from
two to four p.m. The family
requests no gifts.

CINEMA 2 * Now Showing 753-0881

ONIGHT ONLY! at 1 1 :30 p.m. In Perso
JAPAN INTERNATIONAL OF MURRAY
LIVE KARATE DEMONSTRATION
— Plus On The Screen —

- DEAR -J.- W..: -Yrs. But htteiiigently hi. 1I$, say?eVery
dog is entitled to one bite. And that dog has had his.

Exclusive! First Run!
Featuring one of the longest martial arts
fight scenes in history!
Six Feet of Silver Death!

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it ea your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. WM, L. A.,
Calif. SONO. Enclose stamped, self-addressed eavelopu,
please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.. BevCaL 911212.

The MSU Dames Club will
meet at the SUB at seven p.m.,
go to Thurman's Furniture for
program, and return to SUB
for meeting.

Foreign Language Festival,
sponsored by the Department of
Foreign Languages, MSU,
under the direction of Mrs.
Susanne Keeslar, will be from
nine a.m. to three p.m., in
Faculty Hall, MSU. Area high
school students will compete in
exhibit, examinations, and
talent in French, Spanish and
German.

Fri.-Sat-Sun.Only

;Open
The
A trap shoot will be held at
Progressive
one p.m. at the Old Bailey farm, Homemakers Club will meet at lOpen 6:45 -Start 7:15
sponsored by the Calloway the home of Mrs. Glenn
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
Richerson, 1802 Parklane
County Conservation Club.
Drive, at seven p.m.
The Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Faith Doran Circle of First
Woman's Club will have 8 United Methodist Church
rehearsal at the club house at Women will meet with. Mrs.
two p.m.
Leonard Vaugh, 1615 Main, at
two p.m. Note change in date.
Initiation ceremony for
MSU Presidency Profile
display will open at the MSU Murray State Circle of Omicron
United Methodist Women of
Library and continue through Delta Kappa national leader- Palestine Church will meet at
ship honor society for men will ten a.m.
December 3.
be at the chapel of the First
United Methodist Church,
Paris Road Homemakers
Senior art exhibit of Bob Murray, at 4:30 p.m. Public is
Club will meet with Mrs.
Pluckebaum, Louisville, will invited.
Barbara White at one p.m.
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
President's Inaugural Contc-kv
arlFu
ariFlo irt-as
Center, MSU, and continue cert by the Murray State
through December 3.
University Choir and Brass
Robert
and Choir, directed by Prof.
American
Legion
Mowery,
Auxiliary will meet at the Baer and Prof. Carl
at the
1617 121 By-Pan
Legion Hall, South 6th and will be at 8:30 p.m.
Theatre.
University
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Maple Streets, at seven p.m. A

The Shacase

service officer will be present
from five to seven p.m. to assist
persons.
Joint meeting of United
Methodist Men and their
families from all churches in
Murray and Calloway County
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the
First United Methodist Church,
Murray. Barbecue, coffee, and
soft drinks will be furnished for
the potluck dinner. Rev. Ed
Crurnp, Jr., will be the speaker
and South Pleasant Grove Choir
will provide the music.
Saturday, November 111
Creative Arts Department of
the Mune) Woman's Club will
continue its bazaar at Littleton's until 12 noon.
A benefit supper will be held
from four to seven p.m. and a
gospel singing will start at
seven p.m. at the Dexter
Community Center, sponsored
by the Dexter Homemakers
Club. Proceeds will go to the
Crippled Children's Telethon.

Monday, November 12
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Presbyterian Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Clell
Peterson at 7:30 p.m.

T slophorse 502-753-4641

Opening Tuesday, Nov. 13
SHIN LICY SMITH

Almo School Parent-Teacher
Club will meet at the school
luncheon at two p.m.
The Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of.
Mrs. Leon Adams at 7:00 p.m.
Newcomers Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. James Stahler at nine a.m.
County
Calloway
Genealogical Society will meet
at the home of Mrs. Humphrey
Key at 1:30 p.m.
United Methodist Women of
Russell's Chapel Church will
meet at one p.m.

The Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30p.m. with Mrs. Ray
Roberts as speaker. Hostesses
Brownie Swim Day will be will he Mesdames Donald
held from ten a.m. to 12 noon at Keller, Clegg Austin, Allen
the MSU pool The charge is 25 McCoy, Thomas Hopkins, A.W.
cents per person and parents Simmons, Jr., George Ed
must furnish transportation for Waldrop, and Gary Marquardt.
,
their children.
The Board of Directors of the
Turkey Shoot will be at the Murray Quota Club will meet at
Calloway County Fairgrounds 5:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
from nine a.m. to four p.m.,
Mettle Bell Hays Circle of the
sponsored by pledges of Alpha
Kappa Psi and Little Sisters First United Methodist Church
pledges. Proceeds will go to the will meet at the *dal hall at
Lions Club Crippled Children's seven p.m.
Telethon on Paducah TV
Sunday, November 11
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Crouch
of Lynn Grove will be honored
at a reception for their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Murray Woman's Club House
from two to four p.m. with the
Young Married Couples Class of
Salem Baptist Church as hafts
and hostesses.

Inaugural luncheon for Dr.
Constantine W. Curtis will be at
12 noon at the Ballroom of
Waterfield Student Union
Building, MSU followed by
ceremonies at 2:30 p.m. in
Lovett auditorium, reception at
four p.m. at Ordway Hall, and
ball for students only at SUB
ballroom from eight p.m. to one

BIKE

''Expires' 116

121,1973

Sales & Service
Finest Imported Bike
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Spoke & Pedal Bicycles
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DEAR IN DOUBT: Slow up, young lady, or you will be
In TROUBLE. Plenty of guys want their brides to be virgins so don't let Randy sell you a bill of goods. He sounds
like an immature, irresponsible kid you would do well to
stay away from.
DEAR ABBY. I am a 30-year-old woman whose mother
tells her she is "blockheaded and stubborn" because she
refuses to try to make friends with a large dog that at
tacked her two years ago.
Being attacked by this dog was a traumatic experience
for me I can still remember the bleeding teeth marks on
my wrist, and the large scar on my leg which took a year
to heal
My mother claims that this dog is friendly to anyone
who isn't afraid of him, so I should pet him thru the fence
to make friends with him, and act like I am not afraid of
him I claim that under the circumstances it is normal for
me to be afraid, and even foolish to be otherwise.
This dog was trained as a watchdog. Am I being
J. W.
stubborn?

Monday, November 12
Surinyside Homemakers Club
Recovery Inc., will meet at will meet with Mrs. Van Futrell
the Mental Health Center at at ten a.m.
seven p.m.
Providence
New
Group III of the First Homemakers Club will meet
Christian Church CWF will with Mrs. James Puckett at one
meet with Mrs. Kirk Pool at p.m.
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. George
Hart in charge of the program.
Murray Stat Chapter No. 433
Tuesday, November 13 Order of the Eastern Star will
Faculty recital of Henry meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
Bannon, tenor, will be at Farrell p.m.
Recital Hall, MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Group I of First Christian
MSU nursing students will Church CWF will meet with
give free TB skin tests from one Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., at ten
to six p.m. at the Student Health a.m. with Mrs. David Roos
Center.
giving the program.
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Bible Ceremony Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Patsy Hopkins

December Wedding Planned

The Baptist Young Women of
Flint Baptist Church met on
Tuesday, October 23, at seven
p.m. in the fellowship hall of the
church for a White Bible
ceremony honoring Miss Patsy
Hopkins, November 17th brideelect of Mark James.
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield,
president, gave the welcome.
Other members were Diane
Beale, Beverly Brittaln, Martha
Robb Beale, and Lagena Miller.
Mrs. Sue Miller is leader.
The table was covered with a
white cloth and centered with
an open Bible ottth yellow
candles. Miss Hopkins was
presented with a white Bible by
the BYW.
Following the ceremony the
group held their book study with
each member giving a chapter
of the book, "Passport To
People."
Games were played and
refreshments were served.
Invited guests were from
Spring Creek Baptist Church
who were Norma Feagin,
Marilyn Feagin, Margaret
Greer, and their leader, Mrs.
Stanley Letterman.

Sunny Lane Club
Has Regular Meet
At McCuiston Home
The home of Mrs. Keys
McCuiston was the scene of the
October meeting of the Sunny
Lane Homemakers Club with
the president, Mrs. Ed Jennings, presiding.
Mrs. Thomas Lane gave the
devotion with scripture reading
from Ecclesiates. Members
answered the roll call with their
favorite Halloween costume as
a child.
The lesson on "Quilts" was
presented by Mrs. Van Futrell
who had a display of quilts in
patchwork and appliques to
show the group.
Mrs. Thomas Lane gave the
craft lesson on "Dried Flower
Arrangements." She had an
arrangement she had made
from wild flowers and leaves in
their natural colors.
Plans were discussed for a
Christmas dinner with the
husbands as guests.
A potluck luncheon was
served followed by the
recreation led by Mrs. Danny
Phillips.
The next meeting will be on
November 13 at ten a.m, at the
home of Mrs. Van Futrell.

Shop For Needs
Shop according to your
needs not according to your

impulses.

Miss Julia Ann Fitts
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Fitts of Route One, Puryear, Term.,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Julia Ann of Nashville, Tenn., to Joseph C. Guillery of
Bowling Green,son of Mr. and Mrs. Aurlie Guillery of Eunice, La.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Puryear High School and attended the University of Tennessee at Martin. She graduated
magna cum laude from the University of Tennessee College of
Pharmacy in Memphis, Tenn., where she was a member of the
Lambda Kappa Sigma professional sorority and Rho Chi honor
society. She is presently a staff pharmacist at Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Lain Technical Institute in
Indianapolis, Ind., where he received the Associate of Arts degree
in industrial arts. He is associated with B.C. Contractors and the
J.M. Chick Construction Company, Bowling Green.
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, December 8, at twothirty o'clock in the afternoon at St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray. A reception will follow at the Holiday Inn in Murray.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

OR MONEY BACK
ODRINEX contains the Most
Effective Appetite Depressant available
without prescription ! One tiny
ODRINEX tabiet before meals and
you went to eat less - down goes your
calories • down goes your weight I
Thousands of women from coast
theorist report ODRINEX has helped
them lose 5. 10, 20 pounds in a short
time - so can you, Get rid of oar), fat
and live longer l
ODRINEX has been sold it
leading drug stores for 15 years safe, taken as directed. Available in
large and economy sizes Money Beck
Guarantee No questions asked. Sold
with this guarantee by:
SAV RITE DRUGS
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Members of
Alpha Delta
Kappa chapters in Murray,
Paducah, Mayfield and Graves
County will hold a joint luncheon on Saturday, November
10, at twelve noon at the Holiday
Inn in Mayfield.
Honor guest at the meeting
will be Mrs. Anthony Fulkerson,
of Owensboro,state president of
Alpha Delta Kappa. A social
studies teacher at Owensboro
Senior High School, Mrs.
Fulkerson received her B.S.
Mrs. Billie Downing
Members present were degree from Brescia College,
Mesdames Tommy, Brown, and the M.A. degree from the
Tommy Carraway, Charles University of Evansville.
Chilcutt, David Foley, Wallace
She has also done graduate
Ford, Richard Ford, Fred work at Western Kentucky
Gardner, W.H. Williams, Danny University.
Workman, Ronnie Hutson, Joe
A past first vice president
Suiter, Joe Ginn, Jackie Jones, and program chairman for the
Charles Lowery,„ Donny Lyons, Business and Professional
Mike Morgan, Gerry Ftequarth, Women's Club, Mrs. Fulkerson
Frank Robinson. Bruce has also served_pittreasignr
Thomas, Bobby
Wilson, the Owensboro Catholic Diocese
Richard White, Mike Mitchell, Board of Education. She has
and Bobby Martin.
one son, who is a graduate

WALLIS DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
PREsCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
Vve
ttill_Oet It-Or It Can't Be Had

*Compare our,

FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 111, 1373
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) irk
Routine matters may give
most concern. Employ "tried
and true" methods in areas
where you must act but have
little to go on for reference.
TAURUS
(Aix. 21 to May 21)
Stress team work now. Confer
with knowledgeable heads;
don't wait until you hit a snag.
Use care in estimating values
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Don't become flustered over
"cloudy" situations. Your good
judgment should tell you how to
cope. You can melt opposition
with a sense of humor.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 030
Fine solar influences now
give you a fresh basis for
estimating potentials in considering long-range programs.
Do make the most of them!
LEO
124'g
(July 24 to Aug. 23) '
There's much more to this
day than may meet the casual
eye. Search out the advantages
for, even though some may be

Thanksgiving
SALE

DRESSES

Alpha Delta Kappa Chapters Plan
Joint Luncheon Meet At Mayfield
student at the University of
Kentucky.
Also during the program, a
style show will feature fall and
winter fashions from Andersons. Modeling will be
Misses Marlene Pritchard,
Carla Davidson, and Terry
Moore, students from Sedalia

Protect Cheese
Hard cheese will keep in
the refrigerator for up to
several months if protected
from drying out and mold
contamination.

FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING

NOW SHOWING
ORIGINAL PAINTINGS
by Mildred Jackson
Hours 10-5 Monday - Saturday
Other times by appointmint

and Painted China
v Collection of Cups, Saucers
and Egg Craft
v Ceramics
Turn west off Hwy 80 on to Wadesboro Road
about 1 mile. Sign will be in the yard.

Salo SW: t1..è, Nine 0:41ek
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Jr. & Misses Winter

The XI Alpha Delta chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi held its meeting
on Thursday, November 1, at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Mrs. Tommy Brown and Mrs.
Tommy Carraway were in
charge of the program. The
guest speaker for the evening
was Mrs. Billie Downing,
Special Education teacher at
Murray State University.
Mrs. Downing spoke on
special learning disability in
children such as an understanding of the language and
motor coordination problem.
These symptoms sometimes
are mistaken fro mental illness
in a child when they are a
:earning disability instead, she
said.
At the close of Ws
Downing's program, she
thanked the sorority for their
help in the transportation of the
special students for the summer
session.
The highlight of the evening
was the revealing of secret
sisters. Before the gifts were
passed out that revealed who
each girl's secret sister had
been for the past year, each girl
had a chance to try to guess.
Mrs. Gerry Requarth announced that the sorority would
be making pictures again this
year of children with Santa
Claus at Sears on November 17
from nine a,m. to nine p.m.
Hostesses for the evening
were Mrs. Charles Lowe*-y and
Mrs. Mike Morgan.

High School; Mrs. Jen Small,
Mrs. Fred Orr, Mrs, John
Manson, and Mrs. Handle
Cope.
Chapter presidents are Mrs
Agnes McDaniel, Murray; Mrs
Evelyn Howard, Paducah, and
Mrs. Gene R. Miller, Mayfield.
The Mayfield chapter Is
serving as host chapter for the
event.

LOWEST PRICES OF THE SEASON

a

LOSE WEIGHT
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Mrs. Billie Downing Speaks On "Special
Learning Disability" At Xi Alpha Meet

1/4 OFF
Jr. Winter

SPORTSWEAR

1/
4 OFF
Will Make Nice Christmas Gifts

CAMPUS
CASUM.
Open 8-5. 6 Days a Week
Across from Administration Bldg.
Use Our Lay-Away Plan or Bank Amencard
,PLENTY OF FREE, PARKIN

hidden, they can be happily farreaching.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some unexpected situations
could throw you "off base,"
cause confusion or misunderstanding: Be alert. Also,
avoid impulsiveness in word or
action.
LIBRA
11_11
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) —
There's a tendency now to
reject good suggestions without
thorough understanding.
Consider carefully before
saying "No." Don't "jump the
gun," however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rkell
You may now have the opportunity to advance through a
"different" idea. At least, draw
up plans to project at the right
moment.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will have less opposition
in certain areas than you expect Take the bit by the teeth;
put beliefs, intuitive ideas
actively to work.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You may not be alert to
certain trends, not aware of
underground movement — may
just be believing what you wish
to. Think again!
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —7-'1
Stellar influences suggest a
need for added vigor in your
thrust forward, but be careful
not to alienate associates.
Tendencies toward overaggressiveness prevail.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Aspects mostly auspicious,
but accuracy and forethought
must spark all decisions,
moves. Travel and outdoor
Interests especially favored.

rip A

vi6(

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind and
unusual versatility. You are
gentler than many others born
under Scorpio and there is a
strong vein of mysticism in your
make-up; often, too, a sense of
Isolation within yourself —
which you should strive to
overcome. Unlike most others
of your Sign, you would
probably not be happy in the
business world but, if you were
to conduct a commercial enterprise as a sideline, you could
eitprofitably. You belong
in the protenzional world 'arid
could especially succeed as a
writer, poet, artist or actor.
Birthdate of: Oliver Goldsmith,
English
writer;
Winston
Churchill, American author;
William flogarth, painter,
alitiCiat, Richard Burton, Welsh
actor
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100% ACRYLIC
DOUBLE KNITS
•Dyed to Match Fancies and Solids
•60" to 66" wide, Machine Washable
•The Look and Feel of fine Wool Knits
•Hurry, only 1,000 yards at this low price
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Guest Editorials . . .

Sunday School Lesson

'Lack Of Morality'

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

There's been a lot of talk reently about the
morality, or lack of it, among high government
officials. But a news item out of Boulder, Colo., last
week is clear evidence that the pernicious doctrine
, that the ends justifies the means is not adhered to
:solely by some politicians
, There . a juvenile court judge fined a Denver
:businessman $2,000 and told him to apologize to the
nation's youth for helping his nephew cheat—by
installing an electromagnet device in his race—to
win the 1973 National Soapbox Derby at Akron, Ohio.
The defendant, James Lange Sr., was ordered to
pay the $2,000 to the Boulder Boys Club and ordered
to stay out of derby operations until 1975.
But that's not all, unfortunately. After the ruling.
the Boulder district attorney said his investigation of
derby finishers had uncovered evidence that at least
34 drivers had altered their racers to increase
speeds, including six of the top 10.
Said the judge: "I'm shocked by the lack of
morality." So should we all be. Chattanooga ( Tenn.
Times

(Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the
Committee on the Uniform Series and used by per
mission )

WATERSATE
COKUISN

Knuj Mail
Mail advertisers' trade associations are becoming
more and more peevish about their mail advertisements being called junk mail. And their
contention is that the disparaging term is used to
identify all mailed advertising, the ones that simply
are addressed to "Occupant" or those selectively
designating particular addresses.
Purchase by mail is no small business. It amounts
to $40 billion a year. And as large mail advertisers
insist, the third class mail they use principally pays
its own way.
There's little doubt that much mail advertising is
unfairly branded with the -junk- title. And we'd
guess that whether the recipient looks upon a particular piece of mail as "junk" or something quite
acceptable probably is weighed, like beauty, in the
eyes of the beholder. — Birmingham (Ala.) News

Ten Years Ago Today
Over two hundred women received the Pap Smear
test for cancer at the clinic held at the Calloway
County Health Center on November 7, sponsored by
the Calloway County Cancer Committee of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
William S. Overbey, age 80, died today at his home
on Murray Route Two.
Grant Styles, Jerry Jones,and Danny Robbins had
high individual games in bowling in the Murray
Merchants League this week.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "The Three
Stooges Go Around the World In A Daze" and "Ride
The High Country" with Randolph Scott.

20 Years Ago Today
A meeting was held today with Ray Brownfield,
Robert 0. Miller, the school superintendents, and
Dr. J.A. Outland to try and secure enough Gamma
Globulin for all children in Calloway County due to
the number of cases of poliomyelitis in the county.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Olus Hale Garland, age
52, Mrs. Daisy Bourlhd, age 73, and Thomas
Brown.
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. E.A. Tucker, and Rev.
Orval Austin presented the program at the World
Community Day observance held at the First
Christian Church.
Mr. and Mrs. William Robert Perry announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Martha Ann, to Ronald Wallace Churchill,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wallace Churchill,
Sr.

•

Isn't It The Truth!

by Carl Riblet Jr.
Our recent presidents agonized and schemed to
preserve their official papers so that they, the
presidents, would not be forgotten. It has been
reported by some who have seen some of these
papers that such self-serving reminders of the
immediate and nearby past are not worth the tapes
they are re-recorded on.
"Remind me no reminders."
—Dictionary of Opinions

Bible .Thought Fcirm Today
Foe there is one God, and one mediator between
God and men,the man Christ Jesus.-1 Timothy 2:5.
An instinctive yearning of the human heart is for
access to God, Jesus said,"No man cometh unto the

Father but by Me."
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WATERGATE BOMBSHELL

No tapes, new problem
As in the old movie serial, the
"Perils of Pauline," the Watergate scandal just begins to recede
slightly when another dramatic
episode erupts to give it a new
lease on life.
The disclosure by White House
officials that tape recordings of
two conversations requested by
U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica
may never have existed is just
such an episode. It will extend the
life of the Watergate investigations, create more problems for
the administration and add another burden to those Americans
who desperately want to believe
in the integrity of the men who are
at the helm of government.
From the outset of the Watergate affair, the response of the
White House to various pressures
to disclose facts has taken the
form of a forward step, often followed by a two-step loss.
The forward step taken by
President Nixon yesterday was
substantial. Leon Jaworski,
whom he named as a new special
prosecutor succeeding Archibald
Cox, is an attorney of stature who
is his own man. By the same token
Sen. William B. Saxbe, the attor-

ney general designate, is a hard
hitting maverick who cannot be
accused of being an apologist for
anybody. Under normal circumstances these men could contribute greatly to closing the book on
Watergate.
Unfortunately,the times are not
normal. The disclosure that the
two critical conversations between the President and former
Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell and
White House Counsel John W.
Dean III are not available is most
certainly a two-yard loss for the
Administration By increasing
public doubt, it weakens the posture of Mr. Jaworski and Mr.
Saxbe from the outset. Americans
find it difficult to accept the Administration's disinterest in
whether an electronic record was
made of important conversations
that the President had with his

staff.
In months past the Watergate
furor has dwindled only to be revived by such things as the decision by James McCord to confess,
by disclosures about the Ellsberg
psychiatrist's office breakin, by
Alexander Butterfield's revelation that tape recordings of White
House conversations existed and

by the brink of a constitutional

Misguided partisans
President Nixon lacked no opportunity to appoint a controversial person as a successor to former Vice President Spiro Agnew.
Instead he selected Rep. Gerald
Ford, a highly qualified man who
by all accounts should be relatively noncontroversial. He has
served in the House of Representatives for a quarter of a century
and has engaged in the elective
process more than a dozen times.
His views as well as his integrity
are particularly well-known.
Rep. Ford, additionally, is cooperating fully in yet another exhaustive examination of his background by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and Congress, realizing the need of the American
people to be reassured again of his
rectitude. The need to leave no
stone unturned to assure that Mr.
Ford begins his tenure as vice
president with the full confidence
of the people is in order.
What is not in order is the extreme to which the liberal element in Congress is going to cast
futile doubts. It includes the selfserving statement of Rep. Jerome
Waldie of California who says he
cannot support Mr. Ford until. he
is certain that President Nixon
will not be impeached. Others are
asking for release of the Watergate tapes or presidential concessions on impoundment of funds or
executive war-making powers as
condition for voting for Mr. Ford.
These are separate issues not
rersiied lññ - Way -to fife quiliuiCa Lions of Mr. Ford to hold the office of vice president. Those who
use them are particularly off base
because, like most members of
Congress, they know full well that
Mr. Ford is likely to be confirmed
and they seek only to be divisive.

4

crisis in the courts. Two blank
tapes have opened another chapter.
In retrospect, each of the bomb-

shells has reduced the options
available to the President, impelling him farther and farther toward a frank and vigorous exposition of the facts in his own words.
In the wake of the latestitape
disclosure Sen. Barry Goldwater,
an American statesman who is
not given to excesses, believes
that the credibility of the President has been driven to an all
time low.
Be that as it may, it is an observation that gives weight to Sen.
Goldwater's remedy. He believes
that the President should walk
over to Congress and testify as to
the facts himself.
Whether or not that is the
proper forum is certainly for the
'White House to decide, but Sen.
Goldwater's advice to lay the
cards on the table is good counsel
— as good as the President will
get anywhere.

Turning over rocks
Watergate, for whatever good
that may result from its impact
upon the United States of America, also has generated a rumor
cult that thrives on feeding fires.
Some of this attitude was manifested recently when Supreme
Court Justice William 0. Douglas

said he was "morally certain"
that his telephone was tapped,
amd,darlar-ect th.at pitesistent Johnson had told him that Johnson's
telephone also had been bugged.
It behooves Americans to. be
dead
certain rather
than
"morally certain" before they
create or nourish rumors that can
undermine confidence in our government and men in high office..

LIVING VICTORIOUSLY
IN SOCIETY
Romans 12:14 - 13:1
It is to be expected that God's
children will be subjected to
unjust treatment at the hands
of others, and that is not easy to
take. When it comes, the most
natural thing to do is to
retaliate. The Christlike thing to
do is to bear the persecution
graciously, to forgive, to love,
and to pray for the persecutor,
asking God to bless him. Only
the grace of God can enable one
to do these things for the one
who is treating him unjustly.
To love and bless an enemy in
this fashion regardless of his
attitude and actions is to
comply with Christ's teaching
and to follow His example, and
frequently to change that antagonist into a friend. Such love
will triumph when all else fails.
No other method will be as
successful as compliance with
God's will. This procedure may
be very displeasing to you,
because it is the very opposite of
the natural impulse, but it is
right and best. The best-known
and most effective method of
dealing with those who have an
ill will toward us is that of
showing a genuine sympathy
for that Love for others is the
secret of harmonious living.
Quarreling and fighting are
unnecessary, unsatisfactory,
and unprofitable.
Many unsaved people return
evil for evil, but the saved are
expected to return good for evil.
Throughout this life we shall
meet rebuffs, unpleasant circumstances
business
in
dealings, arid unkind criticism
of our religious convictions,
etc., but Paul has urged us to
bless those who thus treat us
wrongfully. The natural way is
to meet blow with blow, but
Christ's way is to meet blow
with forgiveness and kindness.
Retaliation is neither successful
nor Christlike; in fact, it
violates both the example and
the command of our Lord.
Manifesting the attitude and
spirit of Christ will be a rebuke
to one's persecutor. Besides,
one's suffering ill treatment
from others is no justification
for doing wrong. A Christian
simply cannot afford to get
down in the mire or live on a low
level with any adversary. Love
will return good for evil.
As far as your part is concerned "live peaceably with all
men." If there is any
quarreling, be sure that none at
it comes from you, and react to
it in the spirit of Christ, which is
love.
It is natural for people to seek
vengeance when they have been
mistreated. Doubtless you have
heard others say, and perhaps
you have said, something like
this: "I will get even with him if
it is the last thing lever do." No
Christian has any right to
avenge himself for any wrong
done to him. To yield to the
temptation to get even with an
opponent is to lower yourself to
the level of the one who has
injured you. That method is not
the one which Christ exemplified and taught. When a
Christian suffers an injustice at
the hands of another person, he
should leave his case in the
hands of the Lord and never
seek vengeance. "Vengeance is
mine; I will repay, saith the
Lord." Just when and how He
will repay is none of our
business, but it is enough to
know that He will do so. God's
way of righting wrongs will
prove to be the best in every
case.
Love returns good for evil,
endeavors to bring about
peaceful relationships, never
seeks vengeance, always shows
kindness to enemies, and
constantly strives to dispel evil
with goodness. Love always
shows kindness to enemies.
!Live is the most effective
weapon that a Christian can
use. Active assistance to those
who persecute us will be exceedingly beneficial to them in
an area where their needs are
great. By actively helping those
who do not deserve your
helpfulness you can honor
Christ and advance His cause.
Romans 13 reminds us that
human government isrordained
of Caxt nod Junct4ons -by . His
providence. God instituted
government for the specific
purpose of maintaining order in
human relationships. God has
ordained government for the
protection of its citizens, for the
punishment of evil doers, and
for the administration of
justice. Not only are Christians

obligated to live in fellowship
with other believers and in
peace with non-Christians, but
it is also their duty to be good
citizens and maintain the
proper attitude toward the
government, which God has
constituted to provide law and
order. In this era when so many
are determined to reject and
denounce all authority, it is
important for us to be reminded
of the duty of maintaining
respect for and loyalty to the
government under which one
lives and enjoys all the benefits
which it provides. Defiance of
governmental authority is a
violation of the law and a mark
of disobedience to God. He
commands His children to be
subject to the higher powers
because they are ordained of
God. Submission to one's
government involves a growing
concern for the improvement of

it, the correction of social
wrongs, and the building of a
better society.
A Christian should abide by
the laws of his city, county,
state, and nation, and be submissive to said governmental
agency unless it should require
him to disobey God and do
wrong. The limitation of (he
Christian's responsibility to be
subject to the earthly powers
begins only when such subjection contravenes the plain
teachings of the Word of God. A
Christian must obey God
always in preference to obeying
man.One must obey the law not
simply to escape the consequences of wrongdoing, but
for the sake of his own conscience which tells him to do
right. Moreover, he owes it to
his fellowmen, over whom he
has influence, to be a lawabiding citizen.

Seen&-,Heard Around Murray
By

James C.

Williams

Now, here is the gasoline
situation in Mexico. In the first
place the government controls
it. The best gasoline is in a
yellow pump, the next best in a
green pump and the third best
in a red pump.
We used the yellow pump since
it was supposed to be about 100
octane gas. As we pointed out
you have to be sure the pump
operator runs the figures back
to zero, otherwise your bill will
be whatever shows up on the
pump and this may be for the
two or three customers ahead of
you.
Most pump operators are
honest but some are not. In one
case we were waiting for the kid
to run the pump back to zero
and he pulled a little caper on
us. He distracted our attention
by asking us what time it was.
When we looked at our watch,
he started the gas. However
these people are in the minority,
but it still pays to keep your eye
on the gas pump.
Keep small bills on hand too,
since some will short change
you if you give them a large bill.
As we say most are honest but it
pays to keep your eyes open. If
you drive into Mexico for any
period of time, it is generally
considered wise to take along a
complete set of belts for your
motor,since the correct size fan

belt is hard to find.
Mexico is wising up fast
however and in another five to
ten years, things will change
Since tourism is so important in
Mexico, they are going to make
it easier and easier to travel
there. Things are not dirt cheap
as they were 15 years ago. Not
high either, but about what you
would expect to pay in the
states.
Rubber trees three stories high

(the same kind we have in pots
in the house that grow three or
four feet high). Pyracantha
fifteen feet high and loaded with
berries. Calla Lilies in full
bloom in flower beds, Zinnias.
Periwinkles, Marigolds, Dust!.
Miller, various decorative
shrubs with which we were
unfamiliar. Palms, beautiful
cactus.
The Sierra Madras run down
the east coast, the west coast
and across the south coast of
Mexico. Consequently if you go
north or south, you do well, but
if you go east or west, you have
to cross a mountain. Mexico
City is 7400 feet in the air, but
sits in a bowl surrounded by
mountains, ( much like Nashville). The mountains always
seem to tower over you, no
matter where you are. Makes
you feel insignificant when you
realize you are only a speck in
the desert surrounded by
mountains.

CLIFTON FORGE, VA., REVIEW: "One of the
horrors of modern living that some think they may
be able to put up with is the fantastic rise in the
price
of onions. Since last year the price of onions
has
quadrupled. You could buy two pounds last year for
around 29 cents. This year one would cost nearly
twice that. For most Americans, it already
takes
about all their money to buy a hamburger for
lunch
Now they will have to say 'hold the onions.' We
have
a feeling that not too many tears will be shed."
REDWOOD FALLS, MINN., GAZETTE: "The
tragic part about...Watergate...( was) that
the
people being questioned...(could have been)
guilty
as sin...but...( were) tried, convicted and
sentenced
through the media without benefit of trial.
Whatever
happened to the old innocent-until-proven
-guilty
concept? Even in the Old West they used to
give the
varmints a 'fair' trail before they hung
'em."
FARMINGTON, ME., FRANKLIN JOURNAL
AND FARMINGTON CHRONICLE:
"Once upon a
time there was a small gray mouse—he
was a wise
little fellow in some respects. He knew
where the
best corn was stored, he knew the
coziest nook for a
nest and he took pride that he was an
up-and-coming
member of his group. There was however
one area
where the little fellow failed—when a
controversial
subject arose he found it more to his
liking to let a
friend get his point across all the while
he stayed in
his comfortable niche munching
away on the tasty
corn,,,NQ gopa.neCd- ev.e.r,know that he was out,of.tune,
with the world! Unfortunately there
are people with
the same failings as the mouse....This
is the reason
many questions are not answered and
issues are not
resolved. It is necessary that persons
involved face
the issues themselves and not
choose a 'designated
hitter' to do their work for them.
Oftentimes the
main issue is missed entirely when
such tactics are
involved."
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MURRAY STATE
FOOT ALL

KICK-OFF

8:00 p.m.
November 10, 1973
Campbell Memorial
Stadium
Youngstown, Ohio

PURDOM & THURMAN
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE
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Petit

Tom/ WI& in Iasi weeks 31-19 Raw win over the Governors at Roy Stewart Stoeiium.

RACERS

vs

PENGUINS

Non-Conference
Games Dominate
OVC Saturday
By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
Ohio Valley Conference leader Western Kentucky plays nonleague foe Butler Saturday
afternoon while Austin Peay
and Tennessee Tech battle to
escape the OVC cellar.
Middle -Tennessee plays at
East Tennessee in the only othWest Texas State.
Georgia, 4-3-1, and 2-3 in the er conference game.
In non-conference games,
SEC, needs another super effort
from quarterback Andy John- Murray invades Youngstown,
son and his backfield of Jimmy Morehead is at Carson-Newman
Poulos, Horace King and Bobby and Eastern Kentucky enterBurns, after stopping Ten- tains Central Michigan.
Western Kentucky, 6-0, has
nessee a week ago 35-31.
Florida, 3-4 and 1-4, has clinched at least a tie for the
found a replacement for injured OVC crown but must beat MurNat Moore in Vince Kendrick, ray, 5-1, next Saturday in Bowlwho sparked the Gators' 12-8 ing Green. The Hilltoppers, 8-0
triumph over Auburn last Sat- overall, are ranked third in The
urday, snapping the Gators' AP's college division poll.
Butler is 4-4 and 3-1 in the
four-game losing string. Florida
also owns the second best de- Indiana Collegiate Conference.
The Bulldogs have a fine passfense in the conference.
Mississippi State, 4-2-2 and 2- er in quarterback Steve Clay2 in league play, is hoping for ton, who has been averaging
the return of injured quarter- more than 120 yards each
back Hockey Felker, who game.
He'll test a Hilltopper defense
gained 1,000 yards in passing
and running in five games be- that has given up only 29 points
in eight games.
fore being hurt.
Auburn, 5-3 and 1-3 in the
Senior tailback Clarence
SEC, must also use its tough Jackson has two regular season
defense against the rush to stop games left to score 30 more
fullback Wayne Jones, who has points to tie the Hilltoppers'
bulled for a State record 857 single-season mark of 114
yards this season.
points, set by Dickie Moore. He
The Tigers lost speedster Mit- has 18 touchdowns .and 84
zi Jackson at running back and points this season.
will go with Chris Vacarella, a
In his four seasons, he has
freshman, at quarterback with racked up 222 points and 37
sophomore Rick Creel expected TDs.
to fill in for Jackson.
Tennessee Tech is a slight faKentucky, 4-4 and 2-2, will be vorite to beat Austin Peay in
gunning for its third straight Clarksville. Both are 0-5 in the
victory after upending Georgia conference while Tech is 1-7-1
and previously unbeaten Tulane overall and Austin Peay 1-7.
behind the powerful running of
Austin Peay Coach Jack
Sonny Collins. The sophomore Bushofsky says his team's
leads the SEC in rushing with record is misleading.
1,009 yards and is ranked sixth
"For the most part, we've
in the country.,__
outplayed our opponents for
Vanderbilt, 4-3 and 1-3, relies two or three quarters. But then
on the passing and running of we ease up, make silly misquarterback Fred Fisher, who takes, and before we know it
has passed for 881 yards and we've lost another football
eight TDs in addition to run- game.
ning for another 208 yards and
"As soon as these guys put
two scores.
together four good quarters of
Among the independents, Tu- continuous effort, we are going
lane, 6-1; Tampa, 6-1; Memphis to beat somebody."
State, 6-2, and Miami, 4-3, still
East Tennessee Coach Roy
have hopes of gaining bowls.
Frazier has similar feelings
about his own team.
"I think you have to say we
Three 19-year-old linebackers
named Williams are on the Il- have a good football team," he
linois football team. They are said, noting the Bucs had 450
Chris of Brooklyn, Greg of yards total offense in a 38-28
Ntarni and Rick of Yorkville, loss to Morehead last Saturday.
m.
"You have to be pretty good
to roll up that yardage and you
have to be pretty good to have
as much offense as we have all
season.
"You have to be pretty good
on defense to have withstood
the pressure which has been
placed there. There have been
many bright spots on defense
all season."
East Tennessee is 2-3 and 3-5.

By TOM SALADINO
Associated Press Sports Writer
With Southeastern Conference
national powers Alabama and
Louisiana State idle this week,
the spotlight focuses on league
also-cans Saturday who must
grab off victories to remain in
bowl contention.
Alabama,.6-0 in the conference and ranked second in the
country, takes the day off with
an apparent Sugar Bowl bid in
New Orleans New Year's night
wrapped up. LSU, unbeaten
and ranked seventh nationally
while rolling to a 4-0 SEC
mark, appears to have either
an Orange or Cotton Bowl bid
awaiting.
The schools cannot officially
commit themselves until games
of Nov. 17 are completed.
Alabama meets MU at Baton
Rouge on Thanksgiving Day,

Nov. M, for the SEC title. Both
have 8-0 over-all records.
Tennessee, also idle Satur.day, appears to have a Gator
Bowl bid locked up if it defeats
Mississippi next week. Ole Miss
also has the day-off Saturday.
The three SEC games with
four bowl aspirants include
Georgia at Florida in a regionally televised bout. Mississippi
State at Auburn, and Kentucky
at Vanderbilt. Georgia, Mississippi State, Auburn and Kentucky are still hopeful of gaining a bowl. However each must
come up with a victory to stay
in convention.
Independents in action include Virginia Military at Georgia Tech, Florida State at Virginia Tech, Southern Mississippi at Memphis State,
Army at Miami of Florida,
Navy at Tulane and Tampa at

SAVE MONEY!
Let us keep your car looking

SHOWROOM NEW with to genuin•

SIMONIZ.
PASTE WAX JOB

ONLY $
...30 MINUTES OR LESS...
WHILE YOU WAIT'--0
ZN
lb __

i•

OA.
+A

Keep your car's finish protected...
and you'll actually MAKE MONEY!

North Point Standard
916 Mayfield Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Atiochincs Sy steins, Inc

Phone 753-0345

Pt,Mo — Shine

Disision

SLEE
BET

Sports In
Brief

INTRODUCING THE 1974 VOLKSWAGEN
When you buy one,
you get covered by our Owner's Security Blanket,
the most advanced new car coverage plan in the world.
For the first 12 months or 20,000 miles, if anything goes wrong,
we'll fix it free.' Ilf the repair takes overnight,
on appointment and we'll lend you a car free.)
make
just
That's just part of our Owner's Security Blanket:
Come in and we'll tell you more.
*For 12 months or 20,000 miles, whichever comes first, in normal use and \service we'll fix any
trittivrffriet trotilliters-tos-orrvirvertsrITTr4i4oirit0 474 Alf341,,3weigeR.-

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$OO Chestnut Street, Murray
- Phone 753-111150
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Youngstown State No Easy
Touch For Racers Saturday
Any idea that Youngstown
might be an easy touch for
State's
Racers
Murray
Saturday night evaporated
when the Penguins beat North
Dakota State last Saturday 1210.
Until beating North Dakota,
ranked eighth in the nation
among college-division teams,
Youngstown had won only one
of seven games. The Penguins
had beaten Eastern Illinois 2714 but had lost to Dayton 22-0,
Austin Peay 16-7, South Dakota
State 27-7, Northern Michigan
30-12, Akron 31-7, and Eastern
Michigan 42-2.
"They've been playing a lot of
young people all season,"
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
said, "and it's taken time for
them to get everything put
together. But that win over
North Dakota S te shows
they've succeed
hey've
played one of t
toughest
college-division schedules in the
nation and it's no disgrace to
lose to the people they've lost

SEC Powers Alabama, Louisiana
- Take Weekend Off From Football

•
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The Youngstown offense
revolves around a freshmen
quarterback, Cliff Stoudt,
whom Furgerson says is getting

Murray and Youngstown 43 in 1970.
better every game. Stoudt has
once
The game will begin at 8 p.m.,
completed 48 of 122 passes for have played only
676 yards and 2 touchdowns. His previously, Murray winning 42- EST.
top receivers have been Dave
Eight Game Statistical Comparison
Ferguson with 21 catches for 205
Youngstown
Murray State "
yards and Russ Musiel with 11
108
Downs
First
Total
138
for 222 yards and 3 TD's. Stoudt
391
Plays
Rushing
368
and Musiel connected on a 701355
yarder last Saturday for the
Net Yards Rushina
1853
Penguins' winning touchdown.
164
Passes Attempted
165
Dave Garden is the team's top
64
Passes Completed
79
rusher with 631 yards and 3
15
Intercepted
Had
Passes
9
touchdowns in 143 attempts.
39.0
Percentage
Completion
47.8
John Kinch has 218 yards and 1
862
Total Yards Passing
touchdown in 67 carries.
1189
The Penguins have a total
555
Total Number Plays
533
offensive average of 264 yards
2217
Total Offense Yardage
2822
and a defensive average of 285.
3.99
Avg. Yards per Play
5.3
Murray, 7-1 for the season, is
Punts
Number
of
53
36
averaging 352.8 yards to op1977
Yards Punting
1319
ponents' 279.3.
37.3
Average Yards Punting
Racer quarterback Tom
36.6
Pandolfi has completed 79 of 164
Fumbles Lost 16
12
passes for 1189 yards„ and 9
touchdowns. Tailback Don
Clayton has 1108 yards and 7
touchdowns in 194 rushes, and
fullback Jim Engel has 437
yards and 3 touchdowns in 98
carries.
The leading Racer receivers
are Bill Farrell with 25 catches
for 452 yards and 4 TD's and
1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power tind air, Murray
Scotty Crump with 21 for 295
car.
yards and 2 touchdowns.
1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, light green
with green vinyl roof, Murray car.

Energy Crisis May
Affect Racing Sport

HOCKEY
LOS ANGELES — The Los
Angeles Sharks sent defenseman Ralph MacSweyn to the
Vancouver Blazers, concluding
the World Hockey Association
trade that brought Ron Ward to
the Sharks.
LOS ANGELES — World
Hockey Association President
Gary Davidson announced that
the Los Angeles Sharks' Ted
McCaskill and the Toronto
Toros' Guy Trottier were each
given a one-game suspension
for their stick-swinging duel
November 4.
TENNIS
BILLINGHAM, England —
Grover Reid of Greensville,
S.C., defeatgd Britain's John
Lloyd 4-6, 74, 6-1 and moved
into the semifinals of the third
leg of thia Dewar Cup series.
STOCKHOLM — Unseeded
Bjorn Borg upset top-seeded
the Nastase of Romania 6-2, 46, 7-5, to become the first
Swede ever to gain the quarterfinals of the Stockholm Open
Tournament.
SYDNEY, Australia — Australian Ken Rosewall eliminated Sherwood Stewart of
Baytown. Tex., 7-5. 6-2 and advanced to the semifinals in the
Australian Indoor Championships, while countryman Rod
Laver topped Raul Ramirez of
Mexico 6-0, 7-5.
-ENSENADA, Mexico — Bobby Ferro of Sherman Oaks, Calif., tivice a winner of the Baja
500, iaptured the 875-mile Baja
1000 in 16 hours, 50 minutes,
finishing 1 hour and 23 minutes
ahead of Walker Evans and
Shelby Monjeon, both of Riversre, Calif.

/141)

1972 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, tan with
beige vinyl roof, Murray car.
1971 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all power and air, dark blue
with blue vinyl roof, Murray car.

-People can ride buses to
BLOYS BRITT
stadiums in big cities, where
AP Auto Racing Writer
NEW YORK (API — The municipally-owned facilites are
energy crisis, particuarly any usually on bus lines," a small
serious shortage of gasoline, track promoter near Greencould have a damaging effect sville, S.C., said. "Most race
on the 1974 auto racing pro- tracks are privately owned and
gram, according to officials usually are out in the boondocks. They had to get far
close to the sport.
"We don't use that much enough outside the city to be
gasoline in our stock car pro- able to afford the land."
France's Grand National
gram," said Bill France Jr.,
president of the National Asso- stock cars, limited to the last
ciation for Stock Car Auto Rac- three model years and powered
ing. 'But if the national short- by .big-bore, fuel-gulping enage became really serious, gines, use pump gasoline of a
enough to require rationing, it slightly higher octane than the
certainly would hurt attend- premiums offered at most gas
stations.
ance."
The Indianapolis-type cars
Officials of other sanctioning
bodies that run some 150 major use a fuel mixture based on
events at tracks across the methanol, while such series as
country expressed similar con- the Sports Car Club of America's Formula 5000, Can-Am
cern Thursday night.
"We'd be in the same posi- and Trans-Am use pump asotion as other promoters," said line.
All of NASCAR's racers are
an official of the Charlotte Motor Speedway, one of the show- .-fueled by the Union Oil Comcase tracks on the NASCAR pany of California, once headed
circuit. "People use gasoline to by Claude Brinninger, now
get to our races. Without it, President Nixon's secretary of
they would have to stay home." commerce.
A spokesman for the Indianapolis Motor Speedway,
which counts race day attendance for its May 500 mile race
at more than 300,000, said:

1973 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, power and air.
1972 Pontiac Grand Ville, 4 door hard top, all power and
air, sold new in Murray.
1962 Pontiac. ruff and ready, $100.

0
00

1972 Oldsmobile Toronado, all power and air, dark green
with green vinyl roof. Murray car.

00000

1972 Oldsmobile Delta Royal, 4 door sedan, all power and
air, Kentucky car.
1969 Oldsmobile. 88, 4 door, power and air.
1968 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door hard top, all power and air
1967 Ford Thunderbird, loaded.
SPECIAL
New 1973 Omega Hatchback, well equipped, only $3350.00.

Sanders-Purdom
MA IN STREET

all/E04'HOME/A1PROVIMENTSPUR/NO OUR

"Our race cars do not use
gasoline, so the shortage
wouldn't hurt us from that
standpoint. But people drive in
from all over the country during the month of May. Any rationing program would probably hurt attendance, particuarly during the final weekend
when we have our biggest
crowd."
--France and the other spokesmen for racing, which draws
upwards of 45 million spectators yearly, also noted that other sports programs would be
affected at the gate — though
not as severely as auto racing.

PANELING .

4', x8' Sheets

Sandstone

Reg. '4.50

Light Grain Panel

Reg. '2.75

3 95
2.25

per sheet
7

per sheet

Also A Large Selection at Medium Prices

79,

SNACK BOX
1 pc chicken
potatoes, gravy
slaw and roll

All with 10% Off - Cash & Carry

SNACK BOX
2 PC chicken
Cole slew
bolter roll

994

SNACK BOX
Pc chicken
potatoes, gra.Y
slaw and roll

)4( $1 19

DINNER BOX
1 0, chicken
00/aloe5, gravy
)4($1 59
,01p c*w and rolls
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now
1113 Sycamore Street
Marra 753-7101
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STORM DOORS

SHINGLES

29.95

1500 Delivery Charge in Tow' n
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Dell I.
P grams

NBC
News

Dragnet

Leave it
to Beaver
The Lucy
Shoe

The
Ministers

The wool o( the big horn
sheep turns bliesh-gray in winter.

Cymbals were used by the
ancient Egyptians at the festival of Isis.

"Woman" is'
!‘a weekly series
for and about Women, in which
authorities on iarious subjects
diecuss their toPics. It airs each
Tuesday at 9:80 p.m. (EST).
Topics in future weeks include
"The Battered Child" and
"Birth Control-for the Sexually
Active Teenager."

ABC
News
News

,.
"

Mary
Griffin

Andy

General
Hospital
One Life
To Live

NowlYwod
Game
Girl in
ray Life

All My
Children
Let's Make
A Deal

Split
Second

Password

"
"
Brady
Bunch

Miming
Movie
"
..

Nevi Zoo
Review
Green
Acres

"

Bozo
Show

G. T.
Arington((

WS1X
CM. I
Nashville

Tell the
Truth
Regional
News

Leave It
to Beaver
Truth or
Cons'cis

Secret
Storm
Timmy &
Lassie

Price Is
Right
Match
Game

Guiding
Light
Edge of
Night

Farm
Picture
World
Turns

Young &
Restless
Search ref
Tomorrow

Love of
Life

Gambit

Jolter's
Wild
Pyramid

"

Captain
Kangaroo

CBS
Morning
News

Sunrise
Semester
Breakfast
Show

KFVS
CM. 12
Cape
Girareau

r

15Eman

1
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Superman

Tennessee
Tuxedo
Builwinkle

Addams
Family

Pi x sone

Peyton
Place
Galloping
Gourme;

•

WDXR
CH. 29
Paducah
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-Chili - Mustard - Pickles

(finest eating in all Kentucky)

Phone 753-6211

32 FLAVORS ICE CREAM STORE
1308 Chestnut (Next to University)

DIPPER'S DELIGHT
emismo4111

Package Deal—We supply games, hats, ice cream and cake. Mothers, you do
no clean-ups or preparation&
SCHOOL CLUBS, GROUPS, CARD PARTIES, ORGANIZATIONS. Use our meeting-party
room free—Plus we make delicious desserts and drinks.

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

FRANKFURTERS & KRAUT (German style cooked)

FOOT LONG HOT DOGS

PLUS
DELICIOUS STEAMED

Open Year Round, Every Day, Come In and See It All!

SOUPS Chocolate, Butterscotch, Marshmallow, etc.
loggingaNuts, Coconut, Whipped Cream, etc

Now you can have the fun of fixing
your own Sundaes and Banana Splits
from delicious fruits, syrups, toppings!
Crushed Fruits Strawberries, Pineapple, Cherries, etc.

SUNDAE BAR

Paris
Tenn

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

753-5273
Murray, KY.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT Wilt PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

GOOD BANDS EVERY

Thursday Nite—Friday Nite--Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
NA
:
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Open 7: Pm
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South Fulton Tenn)
a
S!!r chg,a $2 ea.
'4'
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Gilligan's
Island

Somerset

Secret
Storm
Ganef
Pyle

Somerset

Day s or
Our Lives
The
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LEXINGTON. Ky.—Three
parents who halm each lost a
child to Sudded Infant Death
Syndrome SIM) discuss the
phenomena on the series
"Woman," at 9.30 p.m. EST),
Tuesday, Nov. 13 on Kentucky
Educational Television KET I.
SIDS is the unexplained death
of an apparently healthy baby.
It is the number one killer of
infants, claiming the life of one
out of 350 born each year, and
the second leading cause of
childhood deaths occuring from
birth to age IS ,Th peak ages of
victims of SIDS are between
two and four months.
The desease strikes most
often in winter, usually while
the child is asleep.
Judith Choates, executive
director of ,the National
Foundation foe SIDS; Lynn
Runfola, presicient of the local
chapter in
Western New
York; and .F.aul Dyson, a
member of the National
Foundation, will discuss crib
death with series hostess
Samantha Deae.
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road travels he has built a
recording studio and has done
demos and commercials.
Besides
playing the piano,
Cunningham plays harmonica,
electric bass, organ, electric
piano, vibes, and dums which
come in handy for he overdubs
and comes out sounding like a
full orchestra. He also dubs in
the voice generally on music
and songs that he writes.
Cunningham said his big
dream is to someday own a big
commercial recording studio.
The song, "Nashville Rain,"
was written shortly after they
moved to Nashville, Tenn., four
years ago from Michigan. Walt
and his mother, Vida, came to
Nashville early when Dubb
stayed in Michigan to sell the
house and complete other
business. It was when they first
went
to Nashville that it
seemed to rain almost continuously for six weeks and it
was while sitting in their front
room apartment starring at the
WSM-TV tower and dreaming of
fame and fortune in Nashville
and loving the city more every
minute that Walt and his
mother wrote and composed the
song, he said.
Walt Cunningham, Sr., is
established too in Nashville and
working at WAGG radio station.
He says naturally he plays the
record, "Nashville Rain"
featuring his son quite often on
his radio show.

Walt Cunningham Has
Released New Record

WALT CUNNINGHAM,JR., son of Dub and Vida Cnamheshani
of Nashville, Tenn., and grandam of Mr. and Mrs. Om& Con- '
niagham of Murray Route Four. has a new record out on Chart
called "Nashville Rain," He has traveled as a pianist for Johnny
Cash, Bob Lumat, and others.

Walt Cunningham, Jr., age 18,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Cunningham of Murray
Route Four and son of Dub and
Vida Cunningham of Nashville,
Tenn., has a new record out on
Chart called "Nashville Rain."
His mother wrote the words,
but Cunningham wrote the
music and plays piano and sings
on the record recorded at
R.C.A. Studios in Nashville.
Cunningham was a disc
jockey with his own show at the
age of 12 when he did weather,
news, commercials, and sat
behind the mike working all the
controls that involved being a
disc jockey. He did that for 34
years and also played organ and
piano using his music as
background on commercials.
At his 15th birthday after
moving to Nashville he signed
with WSM-TV's Young Country.
He was on staff call when a
pianist was needed for the Noon
Show, Ralph Emery Show, etc.
He played piano for parties at
Minnie Pearl's home and met
some show business personalities including Roy Rogers
and Roy Clark. He has a framed
citation from
Tennessee
Governor Dunn for a performance he and Brenda Lee
did last year. Cunningham has
traveled as pianist for Johnny
Cash, the Carters, and Statlei
Brothers. Previous to that he
traveled with Bob Lumen.
With money earned from his

'
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FRIDAY, NOV. 16

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Slavery as A
Social System
6:30 COURSE OF OUR
TIMES: Churchill
and the Salvation of
Britian
7:00 ENGLISH:SEMAN TICS
7:30 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Slavery and
the Economic System
630 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 LEN 410: POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
7:30 COURSE OF OUR
TIMES: Collapse of
France

THURSDAY, NOV. 15

8:00 BILL MOVERS
JOURNAL
SPECIAL
9:00 THE MILD BUNCH
9:30 WOMAN
10:00 FRENCH CHEF:
Puff Pastry to Go
10:30 THE SESSION

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Slavery and
the Economic System
6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITING: Writing Concisely
7:00 ENGLISH 501: SEMANTICS
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

7:30 ECHOES OF
CHILDHOOD
8:00 REDDICK
9:30 DON CRAWFORD,
ANOTHER SHADE
OF BLACK
10:00 THE ADVOCATES
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4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE! The Black
Community Ill
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 LEN 410: POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS

TUESDAY, NOV. 13

9.30 BOOK BEAT: So
Far From Heaven:
Richard Bradford,
author of the bestselling "Red Sky at
Morning", returns
with a new book
full of vibrant characters of the "new"
west.
10:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 WALL STREET
WEEK

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Black
Community III
6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITING: Writing Concisely
7:00 ENGLISH 501: SEMANTICS
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: The Royal
Family: A look at
the British Royal
Family, past and
Present, concurrent
with the wedding of
Princess Anne,

MONDAY, NOV. 12

7:00 ZOOM
7:30 MEN WHO MADE
THE MOVIES:
Frank Capra: Capra,
76, is famous for
movies of sentiment
and humor, such as
"It Happened One
Night", "You Can't
Take It With You"
and "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town"
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: The
Man Who Was Hunting Himself: As
David Foster is about to take an important post in N.A.
T.O. he becomes
suspicious that
there is a plot to replace him with a
double.
10:00 FIRING LINE

SUNDAY, NOV. 11
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Everyone in
agriculture
has special
money needs
and problems.
I'm glad
PCA knows it.

Hostess
Mrs Kathryn Outland
lahnna 7S1-3079

be sure to call

Senate select committee
Hearings
Alpha-"All
Mu
8'30-Phi
American Concert live from
recital hall annex on MSU
campus
9:0O-Washingtort. Debates for the
Seventies
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15
9 a m -Morning Session -Senate
Select Committee Hearings
p m -Afternoon session -Senate Select Commmittee
Hearings
6:00-Canadian Short Stories
Series
Literary
6 3Q-International
Report
7 - 00--Festival USA---Recorded at
the San Diego Folk Festival
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DAY

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

For Correct

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9
12:30-Grammy Treasure Chest
3 00-Children's Story Hour Pops
7'30-Cleveland Orchestra
and Festival Concert series
Eunice Podis, Pianist, "Two
Gymnopedies" by Satie, "El
Salon Mexico" by Copland and
"Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini" by Rachmaninoff
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10
"The
I 00-Opera Highlights.
Elixir of Love" by Gaetano
Donizetti
5 45-----Sounds of Solid Gold with
Football
8 00--Racer
Youngstown State University
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11
800-Delta Review
7 30-Concert of the Week: Works
by Bach, Mozart, Bartok and
Brahms
7 00-"I'm OK, You're OK" Dr.
Thomas Harris, writer
8 30--Inaugural concert live from
the fine arts theatre in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts complex
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Noon-Inaugural Luncheon live
from the Student Union
Ballroom
ceremonies
2:30-Inauguration
live from Lofett Auditorium
Library
Record
the
7:00-From
8.45-Sigma Alpha Iota
13
BER
TUESDAY, NOVEM
9 a.m.--Morning Session--Senate
on
Committee
Select
Presidential Campaign Ac
tivities
1 p.m.-Afternoon Session
6:1.10--"Heredity, I.Q., and Social
Issues"
9-00-Jazz from Both Sides
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 14
9 a m -Morning Session
I p m.-Afternoon Session -
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Gibby Gilbert Leading In World
Golf Tournament After One Round
By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. AP) Gibby Gilbert had but one fond
wish after his stunning, recordsetting, nine-under-par 62 had
given him the first round lead
in the richest golf tournament
the world has ever seen.
"I just wish," Gibby mused
Thursday after taking a huge,
five-stroke lead in the chase for
a $100,000 first prize, "I just
wish it was a one-round tournament."
But it isn't. This inaugural
World Open, offering a record
one-half million dollars in total
prizes to a 240-man field, goes
for eight rounds, 144'holes, and
doesn't end until Nov. 17,
''Nobody knows in something
like this," Gilbert continued.
"We've never played an eightround tournament before.
Maybe after 72 holes a guy
could get out 10 or 12 strokes in
front and just coast."
The 62 - it included eight
birdies, an eagle and only 24
putts - broke by three strokes
the record Ben Hogan set on
the 7,007-yard, par-71 No. 2
course at the Pinehurst Country
Club.
It matched the best round on
the tour this year, set by J.0
Snead and later tied by Jack
Nicklaus.
It was "far and away the
best of my career," said Gilbert..
And his leading margin was
the biggest the American pro
golf tour has seen this year.
"It was just one of those
days," shrugged the 32-year-old
Gilbert, who played so badly
early this year he almost gave
up the tour in disgust.
Allen Miller, just starting his
third year on the tour and still
looking for his first victory,
was a distant second with a 67,
four under par on the 6,905yard No. 4 course.
Both layouts are being used
for the first four rounds of this
unique event. At the end of
NAME TWO CAPTAINS
WEST POINT. NV AP) Terry Youngbluth, of South Euclid, Ohio, has been elected
captain of the Army swimming
team for the 1973-74 season. As
a junior, Youngbluth specialized in the butterfly stroke.
Allen Sample, of Frankford,
Del., will captain the indoor
track team for Army. He was a
consistent performer in the 35pound weight throw.
Cocaptains for the Illinois
football team are linebacker
Ken Braid and offensive guard
John Gann.

-.Ar-

There are four Johnsons on
the Illinois football team
pe, Bobby, Frank and Lam
They are not related

Sunday's play, the bulky field
that has representatives from
more than 20 countries will be
cut to the low 70 scorers. The
second week's play all will be
on the famed No. 2 course, generally considered among this
country's best.
Miller Barber had a 68; Gay
Brewer, Ron C,errudo, Tom
Kite and long-shot Mike
McCullough followed at 69 in
the cool, cloudy weather that
hung over the Carolina sandhill
country.
Most of the eame's great

stars had their problems. Masters champ Tommy Aaron
matched par with a 71, but Arnold Palmer had to bring it
back in 33 to tie 61-year-old
Sam Snead and South African
Gary Player at 73.
Australian Bruce Crampton,
second only to Nicklaus on the
money winning list this year
and a four-time winner, and
Lanny Wadkins, winner of almost $200,030, had 74s. Rookie
Ben Crenshaw, a winner a
week ago, had a 75 and veteran
Billy Casper 76.
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Foreman Dreams Of Financial
PORTS Security Not True For Cham
p
Kentucky A 10-Point
Favorite Over Vandy
J3URRAY LEDGER IP TIMES

when the Wildcats play VanBy JOE EDWARDS
derbilt-which has the worst
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- rushing defense in the South-Alfred "Sonny" Collins, the eastern Conference.
Collins, a super sophomore,
Kentucky comet, gets an excellent chance to pad his rush- has gained 1,009 yards in eight
ing average Saturday afternoon games this season for an average of 126.1 yards per gamesixth best in the country. He
has scored 11 touchdowns and
is averaging six yards each
carry.
His effort Saturday will be
against a defense that has
allowed an average of more
than i16 rushing yards per
Terry Bradshaw is out of action i
San Diego 141 at Denver 3-3- game this season and has yieldand Terry' Hanratty has bruised
2 - Ron Waller is the new San ed an average of 34 points to its
ribs. So, who's going to argue
Diego coach and some times four SEC opponents.
with the oddsmakers on this
teams pull upsets with new
Kentucky, which has upset
one. RAIDERS 27, STEELERS
coaches. But the Broncos are Georgia 12-7 and Tulane 34-7
21.
favored by 10/
1
2 and shouldn't the last two weeks, is a 10-point
San Francisco 3-5 at Washlose this one. BRONCOS 24, favorite. The Wildcats are 2-2
ington 5-3 - These two teams
CHARGERS 13.
in the SEC and 4-4 overall
played for the NFC title in 1971
Cincinnati 4-4 at Buffalo 5-3 while Vandy is 4-3 and 1-3.
and this is their first meeting
- The Bengals must bounce
Vandy leads the series 26-15since. Neither the 49ers nor the
back from that 38-10 loss to the 4. but Kentucky has won 10 of
Redskins have been world
burners this year. The odds- Cowboys while Buffalo has to the last 12 and the last three.
recover from its defeat at the
The scores, though, have usumakers like Washington by Ph,
but this game might end up hands of New Orleans. Cincin- ally been close. In the last six
/
2 but the years, the margins have includbeing decided by which team nati is favored by 41
should recover sufficiently ed 14-13, 14-7, 1617, 12-7 and 14doesn't try hard enough to lose. Bills
Or it might be a tie, but that for a mild upset. BILLS 24, 10.
By The Associated Press
The Commodores, who have
would be the chicken way to BENGAIS 21.
St.
Louis
3-4-1
Green
at
,Ray
won three of their teat four,
pick it. So ... REDSKINS 23,
Sunday, Nov. 11
2-4-2 - The Pack Is Back... have had two weeks to prepare
49er's 17.
Baltimore at Miami, 1 p.m.
back in last place in offense in for Kentucky and are hoping
Baltimore 2-6 at Miami 7-1 7Cincinnati at Buffalo, 1 p.m.
The Dolphins have quietly been the NFC. The oddsmakers fa- the Wildcats may suffer a letNew England at New York
Green
vor
Bay
by 11
/
2 for some down after two important vicwinning every week since their
Jets, 1 p.m.
reason. Maybe they figure it's tories the last two Saturdays.
victory string was snapped ear..'an Francisco at Washington,
Vandy's hopes rest mostly 1 p.m.
ly in the season by the Raiders. time for the Packers started
living
to
their
up
preason
press with sophomore quarterback
There's no reason why Miami,
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 1
favored by 19, shouldn't win clippings. But a look at the Fred Fisher, who has blos- p.m.
Cardinal offensive statistics somed into one of the conferagain handily. DOLPHINS 31,
Dallas at New York Giants, 1
compared to the Packer offense ence's best signal-callers. He's
COLTS 14.
p.m.
should be enough to call this averaging more than 158 yards
ATLANTA 5-3 at Philadelphia
Cleveland at Houston, 2 p.m.
3-4-1 - The Falcons have won one an upset, no matter what a game total offense.
Detroit at Minnesota, 2 p.m.
the defensive statistics are.
The Commodores also have
their last four while PhilaSt.
Louis at Green Bay, 2
CARDINALS 31, PACKERS 21. depth and explosiveness at taildelphia was winning three of
p.m.
New England 2-8 at New back, where Lonnie Sadler and
their last four, which is somePittsburgh at Oakland, 4 p.m.
York Jets 2-6 - Bobby How- Jamie O'Rourke split the plaything strange for the Eagles.
San
Diego at Denver, 4 p.m.
field's three field goals gave ing time and are averaging
The oddsmakers say the FalNew Orleans at Los Angeles,
the Jets a victory when these about 128 yards per game becons will win by 41
/
2 points and
4 p.m.
two American Conference East tween them.
that could be the hint of an upMonday, Nov. 12
teams met earlier. The Patriots
Kickoff is 1:30 (CST). A
set. Nevertheless ... FALChicago at Kansas City, 9
have won two games already crowd of 20,000 is expected,
CONS 27, EAGLES 24.
p.m.
this season and that in itself is
Dallas 5-3 vs. New York Gi- quite an accomplishment. JETS
ants 1-6-1 at New Haven - The 31, PATRIOTS 17.
At
Cowboys stomped the Giants
Chicago 3-5 at Kansas City
45-28 three weeks ago. This 43-1 -This is the Monday night
time Dallas is favored by only game and marks the first ever
10/
1
2 points and, with the way regular season meeting bethe Giants have been playing, tween the Bears and the Chiefs.
Dallas minus anything up to 15 The oddsmakers like
Kansas
points might be a steal. COW- City by 41
/
2, and since this corBOYS 35, GIANTS 14.
ner has already opposed them
enough this time out, let's say
...CHIEFS ?Z, BEARS 21.

Saints Picked To Give Good Fight
Before Falling To Rams On Sunday
By BEN THOMAS .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK(API- Will the
real New Orleans Saints please
stand up?
Tell the truth, now. Are the
real Saints the team that sinned badly in its first two outings, losing 62-7 to the Atlanta
Falcons and 40-3 to the Dallas
Cowboys?
Or, are the real Saints the
team that has won four out of
its last five National Football
League games scoring upsets
over the Chicago Bears and Detroit Lions, the Washington
Redskins - yes, the same
Washington team that went to
the Super Bowl last season and the Buffalo Bills.
The Saints go after upset No.
5 this Sunday in Los Angeles in
a game that matches two
coaches who were assistants
for six seasons at Detroit New Orleans' John North and
the Rams' Chuck Knox.
New Orleans 4-4 at Los Angeles 6-2 - If New Orleans was
at home where it pulled off
those four upsets then the
Saints might pull off another
one. But the Rams are two
touchdown favorites and their
two losses are by a total of
three points. Neverthess, the
Saints and the points might be
worthy of consideration. RAMS
U, SAINTS 21.
Detroit 3-4-1 at Minnesota 8-0
- The unbeaten Vikings can
win the National Conference
Central title with a victory in
this one. It would be the
earliest clinching of the season.
The Lions have lost 11 straight
to the Vikings and are ninepoint underdogs this time.
When the two teams met earlier the Fearless Forecaster
said it was time for Detroit to
break the jinx. Not so this
time. VIKINGS 28, LIONS 17.
Pittsburgh 7-1 at Oakland 5-21
- The Raiders are rolling now
and are favored by a touchdown. The Steelers barely got
past Washington last week.

THANK YOU
My sincere appreciation to all who supported me
in the City Council race. The seven hundred
thirty-nine votes represented a victory in many
ways. The finest asset of Murray is you, the
people of our community. Hopefully, we'll try
again in the next election. Best wishes to our new
City officials.
Steve Yarbrough

/tart your
day
the MeV

So. 12th Street - Murray

man smashed Frazier to the
"My contract with (manager
canvas six times and stopped
Dick) Sadler called for him to
him in two rounds.
get 33 1-3 per cent off the top.
He has made one defense of The Philadelphia people got 25
his crown - a first-round
per cent of what I made from
knockout over Joe Roman in the gate and 25 per cent of
Tokyo Aug. 31.
what I made outside.
"I haven't got paid for that,"
"I wound up with about
Foreman said about the Roman $100,000. But from that I had to
fight.
pay my training expenses, my
He was to receive $250,000 for travel and other things. It
the -defense but payment was didn't leave me much. And I've
blocked by a lawsuit involving still got to pay my taxes."
Marty Erlichman and David
Lavish living is not a drain
Miller, general partners in on Foreman's bank account. A
George Foreman Associates of deeply religious and devoted
Philadelphia.
family man, Foreman once adIn addition, Mrs. lAidene Gil- mitted "I guess I'm just a
liam of Houston is suing Fore- square."
man, claiming he signed a conForeman said he has been
tract with her.
unsuccessful in getting a
"Before I was champion, I rematch with Frazier as well
fought four times a month," he as bouts with such contenders
said. "I didn't make a lot of as Muhammad Ali, Jerry Quarmoney but I kept busy and al- ry and Ron Lyle.
ways had enough to live on."
"I thought I had a fight with
Foreman's purse for the Fra- All all fixed up," he said. "and
zier fight was $375,000 but he I picked up a paper and see
said he received only a small where he signed to meet Fraportion of that amount.
zier."

NEW YORK (AP) - A
youthful dream of punching his
way to financial security has
turned into a nightmare of lawsuits, monetary problems and
difficulty in obtaining fights for
heavyweight
championship
George Foreman.
"I'm not starving but I don't
have any money - I'm about
bro_ke," Foreman said Thursday. "I can't get any of the
money I've won. I'm trying to
keep up three homes. I'm the
champion but I can't get any
fights.
"It's not anything like I
thought it would be."
Foreman spoke to The Associated Press by telephone from
the Houston airport before
boarding a plane to his home
base in Hayward, Calif.
Foreman, who gained national attention by waving a tiny
American flag in the ring after
winning the 1964 Olympic
championship in Mexico City,
was an underdog when he
fought Joe Frazier for the
world title Jan. 22. With 30,000
fans screaming hysterically in
Kingston, Jamaica's National
Stadium, the muscular Fore-
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CINCINNATI, Ohio (A?) Coach Paul Brown of the Cincinnati Bengals said Wednesday that National Football
League receivers are being
faced with virtual "fist fights"
to get downfield and predicted
the bump-and-run defenses will
get a long post-season look by
rulemakers.
"It's getting to be almost like
a fist fight to fight your way
downfield," said Brown.
"If you can't get men downfield you're losing one of the
trademarks of pro football.
What the zone defenses don't
do, the bump-and-run makes up
for," he said.
Brown called for special
drills Wednesday to emphasize
to his receivers what must be
done to combat the problem
posed by defensive backs who
are attacking would-be passing
targets once the ball is hiked.
"Everybody's got a little different idea of what must be
done, and I think you'll see
something done before next
year," Brown said.
Statistics bear out the decline
in completions to primary receivers. The top three receivers
in the American Football Conference are running backs, often used as last resorts when
downfield targets are covered.
The Bengals suffered a jolt at
practice Wednesday when defensive standouts Mike Reid
and Tommy Casanova suffered
injuries.
Reid apparently reaggravoted a nagging back injury
while working In the weightroom. Casanova pulled a hamstring.
The extent of their injuries
r'n.n't to be..ezt.ltrtnined onfil
today.
GOLF
PINEHURST, N.C. - Gibby
Gilbert fired a nine-under-par
62 and assumed the first round
lead in the $500,000 World Open
Tournament.
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YOU want to see
a show you can
take home with you?
Come on in. well show
you new Plymouths
like you've never seen
before. Newly styled
Furys, mid-size Satellites,
economy Dusters. We'll show
you cars that run on regular gas.
Cars with electronic ignition. Cars
with a heritage of great engineering.

-6611.

TRUCKLOAD

BATTERY
SALE
CUT $4.50

1061i VOITAR
REGULAR S27,95

$9345
NOW
Catalog price - shipping
and.installotion extra.

CHRYSLER
Ply177016

imeeecx 0•11 ft.

Sears

Catalog Sales Office

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky

'74 Plymouth Gold Duster

C'mon
See our new
Plymouths.
AUTHORIflO

CHRYSLER
DEALT.*

I Sears

'74 Plymouth Fury
Gran Sedan

tag

'74 Plymouth Satellite
Sebring-Plus 2-Door Hardtop

,
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TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
303 S. 4th St
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Hey,have we
got a thaw for you!
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Taylor Motors, Inc., Chrysler-Plymouth

Brown Criticizes
'Bump-And-Run'
Defense Tactics
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Baptist
Emmanuel Missionary
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship
First Baptist
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m
Evening Worship
West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11.00a.m.
630p.m.

Martins Chapel United
10 00a m
Sunday School
1100am
Worship Service
South Plesant Grove
10 450 m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

First Christian
VVorshlp Services 10 3Com , 7p.m

Locust Grove
11 00am
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

Murray Christian Fellowsltip
Worship Services 10:30 a.m., 7 p.m.

Chestnut Street General
10.00a m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Morning Worship

Church Of Christ

Nazarene

New Providence
11 00am
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m
Evening Worship

1100.a.m.
7:00p.M.

Murray Church
10 00a m
Sunday School
1100a.m
Worship Service

Sinking Springs
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:309.m.
Evening Worship

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m tat Sunday,
10.00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10:00 a.m. 2nd & 4th

Christian

Faith Baptist
11 00a m
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship

Spring Creek
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
800p.m
Worship
Evening
Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

111

tiL!LuLUm

t.

1

INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

AN

Scotts Grove
11 00aM
Worship Service
7 30p.m
Evening worship

Methodist

Hazel Baptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Locust Grove Church
11 00a M.
Morning Worship
7 -00p.m.
Evening Worship

Independent United
10 00a m
Sunday School
11.00am
Morning Worship
Kirksey United
11.00a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a m 1s1 8
2nd Sunday. 10 00 a.m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1st & 2nd
3rd & 1th
Sunday. 11:00 am
Sunday
Temple Hill United
10 00a m
Morning Worship
11 00a m
Sunday School

10:30a.m.
600 p.m.

Green Plain
111:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.M.
Worship
Evening

Pentecostal

Poplar Springs
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Gogd Shepherd United
10 30a
Sunday5t
9 30a m
Worship Service

West Murray
10:50a.m
Morning Worship
6 00p m
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.M.
Evening Worship

Almo Heights
1109.a.M.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
United, 310 Irvan Ave
10 .00a.M.
Sunday School
7.00p.m.
Evening Worship

Blood River
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Worship
Evening

United, New Concord
10 00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m , 7 p.m.
Worship Services

Seventh & Poplar
10 40 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00p.M.
Evening Worship

Kirksey Baptist
11:00a.rn_
Morning Worship
7:30p.m
Evening Worship

Calvary Temple
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m_, 7.30p m
Services
Worship

New Concord
10:50a.M
Morning Service
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Memorial Baptist
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
2:00p.m.
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
10 00
Church School
11 00
Worship Service

Plesant Valley
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
00 p.m.
Evening Worship

New Mt Carmel Missionary
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7.00pm
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
10 00a m
Church School
It 00a m
Worship Service

Second Street
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
3,00p -m.
Evening Worship

Flint Baptist
11,00am
Morning Worship
7.30pm.
Evening Worship
Cherry Corner
11:00am
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship .
Elm Grove
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Salem Baptist
11•00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m
Worship
Evening

t

ate George Matheson, in his blindness, said
or must have faith We MUM have faith in our
fellowman, in our country, in our church.
henever we doubt either God or man, we would
do well to think of Jesus, since we are not sufficient
unto ourselves. Although we have faith in
God largely because we must have Him, we would
bemuse ineffective and insecure without it.
For people of faith, life becomes a radiant
thine. Feita am ~remiss the moss intserable circumstances.
Faith am overcome despair. Even the universe opens
its heart to eyes of /auk
The fidelity of man will be secure only when we
make interest coincide with duty. Latent powers will then
blosoom in the presence of those who offer
such confidence.
Surely, faith must be the root of all blessings:
Without it life would be worthless. It would have no
meaning 11 little jesili can be a big light on • dark
night Ti.. man who has no faith an God nor in
Isis Jellossanors is as dead as a cinder. He has spiritual
leukemia. God waits every hour to share His blessings
on men who caw be trusted . . Men of FOOL

Church of Jesus Clulst
Of Latter Day Uinta
10 00a rr

Sunday School

St. Leo Catholic Church
8am,Ilam .1 30
Sunday Mass
m Saturday Mass 6 30p ni

Christian Science

11 00a m

Worship Service

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a m
9 30a m

Watchtower
Bible Lecture

Warn= Chapel A.M.E.

Sugar Creek
11 - 013a m
Morning Worship
7 - 15pm
Evening Worship

Worship Services

Owens Chapel
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
S 30p m
Evening Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00p.m.
Worship

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Lone Oak Primitive
2'00 p.m
1st Sunday
10.30a.m.
3rd Sunday

Sabbath School
Worship Service

St.

Ile It a 471•4
16 Owe lo

11 a m , 7 p.m.

John's Episcopal
10 30a M.
9 30a m.

Immanuel Lutheran

Mrs Mona Purdom-RN-Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753-7109
1305 Stadium View Drive

Boone's Incorporated
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

753-6475

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
Phone 753-2202
1415 Main Street

753-4424

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

American

ViMotors

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador Hornet-Matador-Grem
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 7534448
Five Points

Murray Datsun, Inc.

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
* HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *
Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171
Ky Lake State Park

Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1702 Johnson Blvd.

S. 17th St

Murray, Ky.

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd.

-Sales -- Service
-Park Rental
Hwy. 94-1 Mi. E. Murray-Ph. 753-46115

Moore

TOM ANDREWS-YOUR HOST
Steaks-Chops Seafood Plates-Sandwiches
Specials , Mon , Sirlion Steak-Tue., Ribeye Steak
Fish
Wed., Ground Sirloin-Thurs., Chicken-Fri.,
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call in Orders to 753-4419

11 T. ir)
;

7534334

25 cent Delivery on All Orders

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

Chestnut St
753-1215

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.O.
5417 N. 4th St.

753-3231

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Wells Electric

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service
-Front End Alignment
-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service209 S. 7th
753-1751

753-3164

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Phone 753•1933

Murray, Ky.

TOSES

"West Kentucky Transportation Center
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Popiar
-- -,

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN•PIZZA-SPAGHETT1

Shirley Florist

Grecian Steak House

Sholar's Auto Repair

Murray, Ky.

/
„-.---"

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

JAS. D. CLOPTON D

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING-SHEET METAL -AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4832
5th at Chestnut

1206 Chestnut St

COMPLIMENTS

1.

1
2
.
111
.1,10TE...
mas411113.

••,,,..
. -... .„,
...

MORRIS MOBILE
HOMES, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
Benton, Ky.

Ph. 753-9636
Ph. 527-$372

753-1717

Pt 4
Murray', Ky.

Murray Livestock Co.
-

r,
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

CIDixieCream

Shirley Garden Center
SO Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

•
. 4i ,,,
753-7997

Five Points

Ph 733-7494

604 S. 4th

Paschall Truck Lines

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
& Installation-Gas & Sewer
sol N,
Phone 753-4164
4th

Phone 713-2997

Palace Cafe

Upholstery
MR. & MRS. WM, A. JONES, OWNERS

COMPLIMENTS

Claude Vaughn

Trenholm's Drive-In

paints Ph. 753-3080

Ph 753•5209

Mayfield Hwy 121
753-3490

Taylor Motors, Inc.

A Choice Selection of Relishes-Salads
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service-Open Sundays
Phone 753 2700
Hwy. 441 North

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC
SOO Main
753-3231

917 Coldwater Rd.

MI Coldwater Rd.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord -Meats

v
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
._'._:
John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
•gill

Mobile Horr• Courts

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger Truck & Farm Tires

Wallace's
Book Store

RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERINGA

11 00 a m
6 00 p in

k
"BIBLES &

753-7117

Untted

Ewing Tire Service

Phone 753-1319

industrial Road

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky.
South 2nd St.
Ph. 642-4424, Paris
Ph 753-3571, Murray

1210 Main

Bethel
7nd & 4th Sunday
Evening

Shady Oaks

THINK OF OURS"

1102 Chestnut

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Benjamin
753-7114

Brooks Chapel United
11 .00a m
1st 83rd Sunday
600p m
Evening

----....--....
-

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co. Inc.

BATSON
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 5.00

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
10:45a m
Morning Services

,s"

Astro Car Wash

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Ph 753-3037

Mt. Carmel
2nd
Worship Service10- 00 a m
Sunday. 11:00 a.m 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a m 15t, 3rd &
4th Sunday 11:000 m 2nd Sunday

NW

01I

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a m. 1st
Sundery-11 00 am 3rd Sunday
1st
„Sunday School 11:00 am
Sunday-10:00 a m 2nd, 3rd & 4th
t.oriday

Juanita's FlOwers,

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

Kenlake Marina

Corvette Lanes Inc.

10:50 ern
6 00p.m.

Kentucky fried ekickta

Murray Auto Parts
605 Maple St.

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Presbyterian
9 30a m
Church School
10 450 m
NitarithiP Service

.t, -1 CiM

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
E.W. Outland, Supt
Mgr
Ellis,
Holmes
Their Way."
Phone 75341220
753-3914
1440 So 12th St.
Ili

WAYNE & CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
-Bibles-Records-Music-Books-Church Supplies-Gifts-

10:00 a.m
11,00am

Mount Plesant
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

r•
.,,,-taNils
.,:i:...11.4 .,..ot _ IV,

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

...Inc.
40i. 0....
"WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-

753-241 /

Phone 7534181

807 Chestnut

The Christian Book Center

SOS Chestnut St

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Dexter-Hardin United
10 CO a m
Worship Service
11 00a in
1St & 2nd Sundays,
1St 8. 3rd 8. 4th Sunday

Oak Grove
10 00a.m
Sunday School
11 a m ,7p m
Worship Services

.0.4S.

Randy Thoronton
Service Co.

Cole's Camp Ground
10 006 in
Worship Service

North Pleasant Grove
10.00a m
Sunday School
11•00a.m
Worship Service

This page is made possible by the following supporting firms:

10:00a.m
9:30a m

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 am. '
'h
3rd Sundays. 7 p m 2nd L
Sundays
e"
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a.m 1st &
3rd Sundays. 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday

Liberty Cumberland
10 .00 a.m
Sunday School
11 00a.m
Worship Service

Seventh Day Adventist

First Methodist
8 45 & 10 50,1 ry1

Russells Chapel United
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00a.m
Morning Worship

Presbyterian

9:15a.m.
10:30a.m

Fern Terrace Lodge

Worship

Union Grove
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.M.
Evening Worship

SOO N. 4th

753-8944

Donuts
Open 6,00 a.m.-Close 11 00 p m
1004 Chestnut

713.6034

Y//'

Guy Spann
Realty

Residential-Commercial-Farm -Building Lots and
Lake Property Buying-Selling-Leasing
511 W. Main
Phone 753-7724

Jones Brothers Body Shop
BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETIE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
cHlw
aiym) work. Free estimates
Insurance claim
Hwy,
Ph. 753-7150

\Lb.,...../

Perkins Pancake and
Steak House

U S. 641 North 6 a.m.-10 p.m. EverdaY
Worlds largest and finest chain of Pancake Houses,
locally owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"

Storey's Food Giant

Kentucky Lake Oil Company .
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SIMS
mi

Murray
753-1323

Mayfield
247-1447

Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone 436-2345 and 436.5376

FOR THE FINEST IN MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Lassiter Auto Sales

Discount Carpet Center

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales ServiceParts"CARPET FOR LOSS"
,
.-,
Complete Boating Supplies
".. '.".8.144114
South 4th (in old Ice Plant Bldii.)
/53-7771
'North 12th it
731.:3714
94 E At Murray Bait Co

CENTRAL
ONNIPAAS
444644es nein

641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 6:00 a.m. Close 12:04 p.m.
South 12th Stree97-Pbett4M1131
1
4

LUBIE & REBA'S

SUPER BURGER
Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
eau
1100 Chestnut Street-Phone 753

West Kentucky Rural Electric

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

Phone 753 1713

Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 7534012

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Poitut.-1/1 Block E. of S. 12M-Ptione 753-1489

Susie's Cafe
,
National 140940 .11ifftdfne
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United
.m 31 Sunday,
nday Sunday
• & 4th

FORT WORTH, Tx
Radio income
progress
was
Shack's
parent
company, satisfactory through the first
Tandy Corporation t NYSE), quarter, although the period
has reported a 24 per cent in- bore a considerably larger
crease in sales with net income burden of interest costs than
up 16 per cent, and earnings per was the case a year ago.
common share ahead 21 per
"The Radio Shack Division
cent for the first quarter of the continued its strong leadercarrent fiscal year compared to ship," Tandy went on to say,
the same period a year ago.
"contributing 54 per cent of
For the three months ending total sales and 80 per cent of
September 30, Tandy reported
total divisional income during

Grove
10 45am.
7 00p.m
rd United
10 30a m
9 30a m
United
10 00a m
It 00a m
nited
11 00a m.
7 00p m

net sales of $131,222,285 with a
net before taxes of $7,001,951,
for a net income of $3,762,896.

United
00 a m 1St &
am 3rd & 4th.
am 1st & 2nd
3rd &

Earnings per common share
were $0.35 with 10,824,462
average shares outstanding.
During the same period last
year,
net
sales
were
$105,777,624, net before taxes,
$5,887,884 for a net income of
13,233,134.
Earnings
per
common share were /0.29 with
11,054,923 average
shares
outstanding

II United
10 00a m
11 00a m
m

pel United
10 00a m
11 00a m
ethodist
1 11 am, • S.
m 2nd L
'h

According to Charles D.
Tandy, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of
Tandy Corporation, -Sales and

rove
9 45 a m 1st &
m 2nd 5. 4th

The amount of medicines
Jordanian visitors may bring
into Israel has been limited by
authorities there.
They suspect that bombmaking materials are being
brought in under the guise of
pills and injection containers.
— CNS

POSTAL UNIFORMS
And Shoes

rrnel
000 am
2nd
4th Sunday
a m 1st, 3rd &
a m 2nd Sunday

We Also Furnish Uniforms
For All Other Crafts

Chapel
hurch
10 455 m

FREE Personalized Fitting

pet United
11'00a m
6:00 p m

JOE LOOKOFSKY
MEN'S WEAR

United
11 00a.m
6:00 p.m

I.

Ph. 7S3.s2ot

Medicines suspect
as bomb material

We Are Now A Licensed
Vendor For

10.00 a m
1st
3rd Sunday
11:00 a.m. 1st
2nd. 3rd. & 4th

Dr. Judith S. Hood of
Louisville, whose career as a
physician has been primarily in
public health work, assumed
her new duties as director of
health services and university
physician at Murray
State
University Nov. 1.
She replaces Dr. Charles L.

110

ell
•3

year

POSTAL EMPLOYEES

in United
10.00 a m
11 00a m
day

Dr. Judith Hood MSU Physician

the quarter. We expect to extend these gains further through
the remainder of the fiscal

- notice

p Ground .
10.000.m

S
°tarts
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Tandy Reports Sales Increase

I United
10 00a m
11 00a m

hodist
45 au) SO

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Dependable Since 1912
120 South 6th—Mayfield, Ky.
Ph. 247-2816

—

1e
REVIEWS CASE STUDY—Dr. L.J. Hortin, chairman of the journalism department
at Murray
State University in Murray, Kentucky, reviews a case study prepared for a special
journalism internship class. Jerry Allen standing and Shelley Nelson at right are enrolled in
the class this
semester.

Two Ledger Staffers Enroll
In Class For Journalism Interns
Jerry Allen and Mrs. Shelly
Nelson, staff members of the
Ledger
Times,
and
are
currently in a journalism internship class at Murray State
University. These students are
meeting with other interns in a
seminar class where they are
preparing case studies of their
newspaper experiences with the
Ledger and Times.
Other interns in the class
have worked during the summer with such newspapers as
the Tampa Tribune, The United
Daily News, Taipei, Taiwan,
and the New Era, Hopkirisville,
Kentucky.
During the past year, two of
Murray's
students
were
granted summer internships by
the Wall Street Journal. They
were Mike Jones, who worked
with the Buffalo Courier Express and Cathy Chapin, who
worked with The Tampa
Tribune.
Allen, 804 19th Street, is a
graduate student majoring in
journalism. He is a member of

Mrs. Shelly Nelson, a Minneapolis, Minn., native and now
a resident of Murray, is one of a
select number of journalism
servation Award was given to students taking part in the inhim in 1972. He has been active ternship program.
Mrs. Nelson, who lives at 1109
in conservation club activities
on the MSU campus and is the Elm Street, is a senior at

the

Murray Jaycees and
president of Calloway Deer
Sportsmen.
The Kentucky State Con-

president and founder of
Murray State's Wildlife Society.
Freelance
writing is a
sideline for Mr. Allen. He has
most recently published an
article in Deer Sportsman of
America.
Allen participated in the
internship program as an
employee of The Murray
Ledger arid Times where he
remains on the staff as a special
out-doors writer.
The internship program is
designed to give upper level
journalism students an opportunity for field experience.
The interns seek employment in
radio and television studios,

newspaper

plants, and advertising and public relations

firms.

Murray

State

majoring

in

journalism and English.
During the past summer she
participated in the "working"
part of the internship program
as an employee of the Ledger
and Times. Other interns also
gained valuable field experience in areas such as radio
and television, public relations,
and advertising.
Now, besides working fulltime with the Ledger and
Times, Mrs. Nelson and seven
other interns are attending the
special class.
Big Ben, the great bell in the
clock tower of the British
Houses of Parliament, was
named for Benjamin Bell, commissioner of works in 1856,
when the bell was installed.

Yarbrough, who resigned from
the post to return to private
practice at Cairo, Ill.
Dr. Hood, a native of
Georgetown, has been the
public health officer in the fourcounty area of Shelby, Trimble,
Spencer and Oldham around
Louisville. She has also done
public health work in several
other locations in Kentucky,
including
Paducahthe
McCracken County and Ballard
County health departments.
To hold the rank of associate
professor, Dr. Hood will
supervise a staff of five
registered nurses. Mrs. Ann
Ingle, R.N., heads the nursing
staff that will assist Dr. Hood in
providing health service in the
30-bed infirmary while school is
in session. Either Dr. Hood or
one of the registered nurses on
the staff is on call on a 24-hour
day, seven-day week basis.
A graduate of the University
of Louisville School of Medicine,
Dr. Hood did her internship at
Good Samaritan Hospital, in
Lexington. She did undergraduate
work
at
Georgetown College and the
University of Lquisville and
earned the master's degree in
public health at the University
of North Carolina.
She has specialized as a
public health physician in
maternal and child health,
family planning, and special
epidemiological problems,
including venereal disease.
Her experience also includes
several years with the KenFELT COMPELLED
TO USE GUN
PHOENIX (AP) — Robert E.
Barnard, 24, of Phoenix told police as he gave himself up on a
robbery charge that he had
bought a .32-caliber automatic
pistol to commit suicide but instead held up the Sombrero
Tavern.
He "didn't want it to go to
waste," officers quoted Barnard.

tucky State Health Department
in Frankfort as director of
school health and working in the
area of maternal and child
health.
Dr. Hood called her new
assignment "ideal for me
personally because it gives me
an opportunity to enjoy both a

- .
continuing association with
young people and the advantages of small town living "
Her husband, Hugh L. Hood,
is a state auditor. They have a
nine -year -old daughter,
Harriet. The family is housed
temporarily in campus quarters.

The MANDALAY • E4541 W
Just the set for family viewing! And yOu can put It
on a roll-about cart (optional, extra) as well as on
top of a table Sturdy metal cabinet in grained
Kashmir Walnut color Power Sentry System.
Chromatic One-button Tuning AFC Synchromatic
UHF Channel Selector Instant Picture and Sound.
Illuminated Channel Number'.

loose ;wow

TUCKER TV
Sales and Service
Televisions are not a sideline for us! We devote
our full time to sales and service of electronic
products.
Open Till 8:30 Thurs. 8 Fri.
1914 Coldwater Rd. Mayfield Hwy. Phone 753-2900

pair
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m Tires
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A
DECADE
of
Service
Completed

OU

A
Complete
DEDICATION
to
Future Service

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, Inc.
We at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home wish to express our appreciation to the People of Murray, Calloway County and
surrounding areas for each kindness shown us and the confidence you have placed in us during our ten years in buiness.
We have worked hard to gain your acceptance and approval and your continued support and encouragement has' enabled
us to offer you the finest in Funeral Home Facilities, with a modem, spacious building constructed in 1968.

753.6034

Company
OIL PRODUCTS
Mayfield
247 1407

sort

We are members of the West Kentucky Funeral Directors
Association, the Funeral Directors Association of Kentucky, the
National Funeral Directors Association and the Kentucky Funeral
Directors Burial Association. We service burial policies from ever),
state and welcome your inquiries about our pre-arranged funeral
plan. Our funeral services are complete and embrace a wide
price
range. We will provide hearse service anywhere and at any time.

Members of our staff now include James H. Blalock. licensed Embalmer and Funeral Director in Ky. and Tenn. since 1948—James M.
Coleman. licensed Embalmer and Funeral Director in Ky. and Tenn.
since 1957—Margaret P. Blalock, lady assistant—Betty D. Coleman,
lady assistant and licensed Funeral Director in Ky. since 1968—Jerry
L. Lassiter, licensed Funeral Director in Ky. since 1972—Max E.
Morris, registered apprentice Embalmer and Funeral Director and
Irene M. Futrell, assistant.

n—Owners
-3376

hell

All of us at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home appreciate your patronage and we invite you to call us any hour,
day or night, whenever we can be of service to you.

LIVERY
2:00 p.m
7S3-4131

fe
Ing

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
N
ERA
LHO
FUInc.
ME
Phone 753-6800
713 South 4th Street

Murray, Kentucky
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ity Schools Food Program Quite An Operation

Margot McIntosh—Food Service Director

It'slust like one big happy family. And the little girl of the
"family" loves it.
Margot McIntosh is the little girl. The workers in the food
service program of the Murray City Schools are the family.
At age 26, Margot is the youngest food service director in the
state, and certainly one of the best.
You won't hear any of that from Mrs. McIntosh, though. She
modestly gives credit for one of the few solvent food service
school programs in the state to her workers, and of course, much
of the credit does go to them.
Marion Elkins is the assistant food service director, and Margot
says "I could never dolt without her. She's my right hand."
On a tour of the four city schools, Murray Middle, Carter,
Robertson, and Murray High, one would see lots of neck-hugging
and the like with the workers and Margot. The only cross words
between the workers and the director are "Why don't you come to
see us more often."
For 45 cents per day, a student at any one of the schools can get
what may be his most nutritious meal of the day. With equipment
that ranges from an army surplus vintage mixer that has to be
manhandled with a pair of pliers, to the most modern equipment
available, the workers of the food service program turn out some
of the best home-cookied meals around.

Story tad Photas
by David HI
An average of 395 students eat at Murray Middle School each
day, out of an enrollment of 696; 167 out of 232 at Carter; 186 out of
283 at Robertson; and 322 out of 667 at Murray High.
The most serious problem facing the program today? Mrs.
McIntosh sees it as finances, with rising food costs and shrinking
food availability putting her and her program right in the middle.
It is nothing short of amazing what kind of food the schools'
cafeterias put out each day,considering some of the equipment at
the schools.
The poorest equipment is found at Carter, with Murray Middle
running a close second. Of course, the best is found at the new
Murray High School.
The spacious, well arranged cafeteria at Murray High is the
pride and joy of the program, but will admittedly be as obsolete as
the ones at Murray Middle and,Carter when it is as old as they
are.
The meals at Murray Middle are prepared by: Ladeen Spann,
manager; Delma Calhoun, Mary Hornbuckle, Florence Hudspeth, Thelma Mayfield, and Celia Key, cashier.

The meals at Carter are preapred by: Lillian Gilbgrt, manager;
Anita Perry; and Buena Rose.
Robertson students are fed by Lola Sherrill, manager:
Elizabeth Turner and Mildred Tutt.
The staff at Murray High includes Sallie Lawrence, manager;
Jean Burkeen, Alene Hargis, Jean Holloway and Glenda Hill,
cashiers and Carol Smith.
Rigid inspections must be passed by the cafeterias, but kindly
inspectors sometimes have to overlook harmless infractions
which cannot be corrected because of a lack of money.
"We are literally and figuratively a hand-to-mouth operation,"
Margot says jokingly, but is telling the truth.
Some of the long range plans for the program include a breakfast for all students, and low-income students can apply for free
meals now.
Cooperation from the Murray Board of Education is decribed
by Mrs. McIntosh as "fantastic—they treat us good." State
departments also cooperate in every way with the local program.
Although Margot rates the local program as only slightly above
average as compared to other such programs, it is quite evident
that in no other school system could their be such a tarmly atmosphere, and in no other system could such excellent meals be
turned out from available equipment.
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Watergate Conspirators Are
Sentenced To Prison Today

WASHINGTON AP)- Watergate conspirator E. Howard
Hunt today was sentenced to a
minimum of 2k2 years in prison
and a fined $10,000 while five
other of the conspirators received much lighter sentences.
The government recommended leniency in the cases of
James W, McCord, Jr. and four
Miami men. McCord was the
first of the Watergate conspirators to begin cooperating
with the government's investigations into the scandal, and
the four Miamians participated
in the Watergate break-in out
of a sense of misguided patriotism, the government said.
McCord, who has served several months in jail and is currently free on bail, was sentenced to a term of one to five
years on prison with no fine.
U.S. District Court Judge Sirica
said he has ten days to appeal
his conviction and may remain
free on bond for 15 days, or
possibly longer if he does
choose to appeal.
Bernard L. Barker, the
Miami real estate man who recruited three Central Intelligence Agency associates for
the Watergate break-in, received the longer sentence of
1 L2 to 6 years.
The three others, Eugenio R.
Martinez, Frank A. Sturgis and
Virgilio R. Gonzalez, received
sentences of from one to four
years, which Sirica said was
the lowest minimum" he
could give under the circumstances.
Sirica sentenced Hunt to a

term of 2k2 to eight years in
prison on two of the six counts
on which he was convicted. He
received lesser terms on the
other counts with the sentences
to run concurrently.
The seventh Watergate conspirator, G. Gordon Liddy, is
appealing his wiretaping, burglary and conspiracy conviction
and was not among those sentenced today.
Barker's daughter, Maria
Elena Moffett, angrily attacked
the sentence as being unfair.
"Some one has to go to jail,"
she said, -so they send this
man, a punk, for Mitchell,
Magruder and ultimately the
President of the United States."

Barker and the three other
Miami men already have
served more than 11 months in
prison.
Martinez made an impassioned plea to the federal
judge, calling himself a soldier
in the service of his country.
"I was working here to help
my country," said the Cubanborn Martinez in a heavily accented voice that was near
breaking. "I'm in jail. I don't
have my family. I'm surrounded by strangers."
The government, too, urged
lieniency, saying that the four
men were "at the bottom of the
totem pole" of the entire Watergate conspiracy and that

Tree Seedlings
Available Free
From Forestry

perhaps they acted out of misguided loyalty.
Sentencing was imposed in
the same federal courtroom
where James W. McCord Jr.
stood trial and E. Howard Hunt
and the four others pleaded
guilty in the Watergate trial
nine months ago - a time
when prosecutors still insisted
that political espionage reached
no higher.

Eleven From MSU
To Attend KATE
Fall Conference

Eleven representatives of
Murray State University will
attend the third annual fall
conference of the Kentucky
Association
Teacher
of
(KATE)
Educators
in
Lexington Nov. 9-10.
Dr. John Taylor, chairman of
the department of educational
services, will head a delegation
of eight from that department,
including Dr. Ken Dean, Dr.
Bob Fox, Dr. Bob Malone, Dr.
Robert Wade, J.D. Rayburn,
Wayne Williams and Don
Shelton.
Others from Murray State
who will attend are: Dr. Donald
t. Jones, dean of the Graduate
School; Dr. John Devine,
1
chairman of the department of
OVERHAUL AND SALVAGE WORK Is carried out by Rescue business education and adSquad members following a fire last night. Owner of the home, ministrative management; and
Gary Ellison, center, back to camera, watches as firemen Aaron Dr. Jerome Hainsworth,
Dowdy, left, and Ron Stout, right, shovel burning debris from the associate professor of seconhome.
dary education.
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on the highways and use less
heat and electricity in homes,
offices, factories and schools.
There were people who lowered their thermostats, slowed
their cars and turned off some
of their lights. There were also
people who complained about
the changes they were being
asked to make in their way of

life.
The President led the way by
turning down thermostats in
the White House to 68 degrees
- and a spokesman said afternoon readings were 65 degrees.
Cleveland Mayor Ralph J.
Perk turned his office thermostat down to 62 degrees. "That
may be too far. I may have to
wear thermal underwear," he
said.
Schools throughout the state
of Oklahoma turned thermostats down and Pennsylvania
school officials met to discuss
an extended Christmas vacaing reports of possible other tion to save heat.
victims in Denver and New
Some New York high-rise
York.
apartment managers were
Willie Luther Steelman, 2$, of quick to comply with the sugLodi, Calif., and Douglas Gretz- gestion to lower the thermostat.
ler, n,of New York state, were They noted that 68 degrees is
scheduled for arraignment in the minimum daytime average
Stockton Municipal Court today set by law anyway.
on nine counts of murder.
The Washington Gas Light
They were booked late Thurs- Co. cut off natural gas service
day for investigation of murder to 268 large industrial and comin the execution-style slaying of mercial customers, forcing
nine persons, including two them to draw against scarce
children, in the home of a gro- supplies of heating oil. The cuscery store owner in the nearby tomers included Georgetown
hamlet of Victor.
University, the University of
Steelman and Gretzler were Maryland, the Washington Hiltracked down Thursday in Sac- ton Hotel and two hospitals in
ramento, 50 miles to the north, the suburbs.
after they registered at a hotel
The 50 m.p.h. speed limit was
where a clerk recognized them put into immediate effect on
from photos in a newspaper the New Jersey Turnpike. New
and tipped police.
Jersey's Garden State Parkway
Gretzler was arrested on a went to the 50 m.p.h. maximum
second floor hallway of the beginning today, as did the
Clunk Hotel and 90 minutes lat- Pennsylvania Turnpike.
er Steelman was flushed by a
The idea brought some crititear gas shell from a shabby cism, however. The Greyhound
apartment building Pa miles Corp. asked the government to
away.
exempt buses from the proHe was accompanied by Me- posed 50 m.p.h. limit and trulin& Ann Kashula, 19, who ckers complained that slower
threw Steelman's .22-caliber speed limits would
keep them
pistol onto the lawn following on the road longer.
instructions relayed to SteelA spokesman for the Presiman over a local rock-music dent said he would continue
to
station. Steelman had been travel but would order his
jet
promised he would not be shot flown at slower speeds to conif he surrendered.
serve fuel.
The slim blonde girl, who poThe White House also took
lice said worked at a massage the lead in reducing lighting,
parlor in Sacramento, was ordering its exterior 56,000-watt
questioned and released.
floodlights turned off at 10 p.m.
Steelman and Gretzler also instead of allowing them to
were charged in a murder war- burn all night.
rant with the execution slaying
Sears, Roebuck and Co anof Robert George Robbins, 19, nounced that its more than 800
and Katherine Mestites, 21, at a retail stores and 2,000 other
trailer court in the Phoenix units would reduce store temsuburb of Mesa, Ariz. Their peratures to 68 degrees, reduce
bodies were found Sunday.
inside lighting and eliminate
Arizona sheriff's officers additional outside lighting norhave come here to question the mally used during the Christtwo about two men missing in MRS season.
connection with the slaying of
Chri.stmas displays were also
the Mesa couple.
canceled or cut back in such
And U. Jerry Hill of the places as main street in BufMaricopa County, Ariz. sher- falo, N.Y., and Bartlesville,
iff's department, said investiga- Okla. Houston, Tex., planned to
tors are checking reports of hang its lights downtown but
possible other victims in Den- not turn them on.
ver and New York.

Two Jailed On Charges
Of Slaying Nine Persons
STOCKTON, Calif. I AP) Two fugitives who gave up
without a fight were in jail today, accused of nine slayings in
California's latest mass murder
and two deaths in Arizona. Authorities said they were check-

Opera Broadcasts
To Be Aired, WKMS

Broadcasts of the 34th annual
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
radio season will again be
carried on WKMS-FM,the voice
of Murray State University, on
Saturdays from Dec. 8 to April
27, 1974.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications on the campus,
said 21 operas will be aired,
beginning with Rossini's
"L'Italiana in Algeri" at 1 p.m.
(CST ) on Dec 8.
Singers announced
for
principal roles in the first
broadcast are mezzo-soprano
Marilyn Horne, soprano Colette
Bokv. tenor Luigi Alva,
baritone Theodore Uppman,
and bass Fernando Corena,
with Gabor Otvos conducting
the performance.
Listeners will hear on subsequent Saturdays these
operatic masterpieces:
Mozart's "Die Zauberflote,"
Dec. 15; Verdi's "Rigoletto,"
Dec. 22; Puccini's ,"Manon
Lescaut," Dec. 29; Strauss'
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. "Salome,"
Jan. 5; Bizet's
(AP)- Work crews today con"Carmen," Jan. 12; Verdi's
tinued the lengthy lob of repl- "Simon Boccanegra
," Jan. 19;
acing eight defective stabilizer Wagner's 'Tristan
and Isolde,"
fins on the Skylab 3 rocket.
Jan. 26; Offenbach's "Les
Their goal is to complete the Contes d'Hoffmann
," Feb. 2;
task by Sunday so the space Verdi's "Otello,"
Feb. 9;
agency won't have to postpone Puccini's "La Boheme," Feb.
the launching a second time.
16;
Strauss'
•'De r
Discovery of small cracks Rosenkavalier," Feb.
23.
around bolts in the eight fins
Rossini's "Il Barbiere di
forced officials to postpone the Siviglia," March
2; Verdi's "I
shot from Saturday until next Vespri Sicilian',"
March 9;
Thursday. They said the cracks Berlioz's "Les Troyens,"
most likely were caused by salt March 16; Wagner's
"Die
air corrosion.
Gotterdarrunerung," March 23;
The first nine-foot-long fin Puccini's "MadfalIa Butterfly,"
was removed Thursday after a March 30; Donizetti's
"L'Elisir
four-how operation. Several d'Amore," April
6; Mozart's
more hours were required to "Don Giovanni,"
April 13;
replace it. The fins are being Wagner's "Parsifal,"
April 20
changed one at a time.
and Puccini's "Turandot,"
The space agency said if the April 27.
Saturn 1B rocket had flown
Five of the operas to be
with the cracked fins, it might broadcast are new productions,
have blown up in flight.
and three of them- ulAtaliana
Skylab 3 astronauts Gerald P. in Algeri," "I Vespri
Carr, William R. Pogue and and "Les Troyens"-have
Edward G. Gibson observed the never before been broadcast
by
start of repair work Thursday the Metropolitan Opera.
The
after a space suit fitting here. other new productions are
"Les
Then they flew to Houston's Contes d'Hoffmann" and "Der
Johnson Space Center to prac- Gotterdammerung."
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov.
tice some phases of the flight in
During intermission periods,
Wendell Ford said Thursday
spaceship simulators.
listeners will again hear such
If there are no further de- long-time favorites as "Opera that he believes nationwide
lays, they will return to Cape News on the Air," Texaco's gasoline rationing similar to
Canaveral Tuesday to prepare Opera Quiz, and the "Roving World War U "is inevitable"
for launching at 9:37 a.m. EST Reporter," along with other and it would be a "God send if
Thursday. They are to spend a informational features designed we were able to get by without
record 85 days on man's third to interest the musically rationing."
Ford made his comments
and final visit to the orbiting uninitiated and the informed
after attending an emergency
Skylab station.
opera lover alike.
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Ford Says Gas
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'Inevitable'
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By MIKE DUFFY
Associated Press Writer
The world's hungriest energyusers are trying to bring their
appetites under control.
Spurred by President Nixon's
address on the energy crisis,
citizens and public officials
throughout the nation Thursday
initiated steps to burn less gas
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The Kentucky Division of
Forestry would like to urge the
landowners of Calloway County
to take advantage of its tree
planting program this fall.
The Division of Forestry
raises a variety of seedlings at
its Ky. Darn Tree Nursery at
Gilbertsville and the fall
planting season will begin about
the middle of November.
The tree species available
include five species of pineloblolly, white, shortleaf,
Virginia and Scotch. There is
also an assorted group of
hardwood seedlings which
include black walnut, yellow
popular, white ash, cottonwood,
sycamore, sweetgum, and
black locust.
Tree seedlings may be obtained for $10.00 per 1,000 trees,
except for,black walnut and
Scotch pine which are $15.00 per
1,000 seedlings.
Anyone interested in putting a
portion of his land into timber
production should contact
Albert 'Took' Wilson, Division
of Forestry County Ranger for
Calloway County or the District
Office in Mayfield on 304 West
Walnut Street, or phone, 2473913.
Upon request and at no
charge, there are Service
Foresters from the Mayfield
Office available to work with
interested landowners to advise
them on their tree planting or
other
forestry
related
problems. Landowners may
take advantage of this service
by specifying a desire for this
assistance to your County
Ranger, or by contacting the
District Office in Mayfield.

Consumers Nationwide Initiate
Steps To Save Precious Energy

Crews Work
To Replace
Skylab Fins
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energy research and developmen t
—availability of coal reserves.
—availability of a water
supply necessary for such a
program.
site availability.
—availability of technical
competence.
—availability of an on-going
research program underway
since 1972.
Ford spent Wednesday and
Thursday with about a dozen
top officials in Washington, discussing the proposal.
"We are talking about a
large, time-consuming program," he said, and the plants
would be financed cooperatively by federal, state and local governments.
Ford met privately with top
Presidential assistant Melvin
Laird Thursday, who "expressed deep interest in this
(project)" Ford said.
"We will continue to put together a firm proposal which
has been requested by everyone
with whom we met," Ford said.
"Energy development as it
pertains to coal will be a priority item which I will present to
the next general assembly,"
Ford said.
Ford planned to be in Louisville today to address members
of United Steelworkers District
,A3 at the Galt tioueeHe plumed to talk about the
energy crisis.
A spokesman for Ford said
he was uncertain the governor
would discuss specific implementation of President Nixon's
proposals for taking energy
conservation measures
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Hy Schools Food Program Quite An Operation

Margot McIntosh—Food Service Director

It's just like one big happy family. And the little girl of the
"family" loves it.
Margot McIntosh is the little girl. The workers in the food
service program of the Murray City Schools are the family.
At age 26, Margot is the youngest food service director in the
state, and certainly one of the best.
You won't hear any of that from Mrs. McIntosh, though. She
modestly gives credit for one of the few solvent food service
school programs in the state to her workers, and of course, much
of the credit does go to them.
Marion Elkins is the assistant food service director, and Margot
says "I could never do it without her. She's my right hand."
On a tour of the four city schools, Murray Middle, Carter,
Robertson, and Murray High, one would see lots of neck-hugging
and the like with the workers and Margot. The only cross words
between the workers and the director are "Why don't you come to
see us more often."
For 45 cents per day, a student at any one of the schools can get
what may be his most nutritious meal of the day. With equipment
that ranges from an army surplus vintage mixer that has to be
manhandled with a pair of pliers, to the most modern equipment
available, the workers of the food service program turn out some
of the best home-cookied meals around.

Story ond Photos
by Povil HI
An average of 395 students eat at Murray Middle School each
day, out of an enrollment of 696; 167 out of 232 at Carter; 186 out of
283 at Robertson; and 322 out of 667 at Murray High.
The most serious problem facing the program today? Mrs.
McIntosh sees it as finances, with rising food costs and shrinking
food availability putting her and her program right in the middle.
It is nothing short of amazing what kind of food the schools'
cafeterias put out each day,considering sonikof the equipment at
the schools.
The poorest equipment is found at Carter, with Murray Middle
running a close second. Of course, the best is found at the new
Murray High School.
The spacious, well arranged cafeteria at Murray High is the
pride and joy of the program, but will admittedly be as obsolete as
the ones at Murray Middle and Carter when it is as old as they
are.
The meals at Murray Middle are prepared by: Ladeen Spann,
manager; Delma Calhoun, Mary Hornbuckle, Florence Hudspeth, Thelma Mayfield, and Celia Key, cashier.

The meals at Carter are preapred by: Lillian Gilbert, manager;
Anita Perry; and Buena Rose.
Robertson students are fed by Lola Sherrill, manager;
Elizabeth Turner and Mildred Tutt.
The staff at Murray High includes Sallie Lawrence, manager;
Jean Burkeen, Alene Hargis, Jean Holloway and Glenda Hill,
cashiers and Carol Smith.
Rigid inspections must be passed by the cafeterias, but kindly
inspectors sometimes have to overlook harmless infractions
which cannot be corrected because of a lack of money.
"We are literally and figuratively a hand-to-mouth operation,"
Margot says jokingly, but is telling the truth.
Some of the long range plans for the program include a breakfast for all students, and low-income students can apply for free
meals now.
Cooperation from the Murray Board of Education is described
by Mrs. McIntosh as "fantastic—they treat us good." State
departments also cooperate in every way with the local program.
Although Margot rates the local program as only slightly above
average as compared to other such programs, it is quite evident
that in no other school system could their be such a tamity atmosphere, and in no other system could such excellent meals be
turned out from available equipment.
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Watergaitonspirators Are
Sentenced To Prison Today

rt, manager;
manager;

WASHINGTON (AP) — Watergate conspirator E. Howard
Hunt today was sentenced to a
minimum of 241 years in prison
and a fined $10,000 while five
other of the conspirators received much lighter sentences.
The government recommended leniency in the cases of
James W. McCord, Jr. and four
Miami men. McCord was the
first of the Watergate conspirators to begin cooperating
with the government's investigations into the scandal, and
the four Miamians participated
in the Watergate break-in out
of a sense of misguided patriotism, the government said.
McCord, who has served several months in jail and is currently free on bail, was sentenced to a term of one to five
years on prison with no fine.
U.S. District Court Judge Sirica
said he has ten days to appeal
his conviction and may remain
free on bond for 15 days, or
possibly longer if he does
choose to appeal.
Bernard L. Barker, the
Miami real estate man who recruited three Central Intelligence Agency associates for
the Watergate break-in, received the longer sentence of
1'7 to 6 years.
The three others, Eugenio R.
Martinez, Frank A. Sturgis and
Virgilio R. Gonzalez, received
sentences of from one to four
Years, which Sirica said was
..the lowest minimum" he
could give under the circumstances.
Sirica sentenced Hunt to a
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term of 2)-2 to eight years in
prison on two of the six counts
on which he was convicted. He
received lesser terms on the
other counts with the sentences
to run concurrently.
The seventh Watergate conspirator, G. Gordon Liddy, is
appealing his wiretaping, burglary and conspiracy conviction
and was not among those sentenced today.
Barker's daughter, Maria
Elena Moffett, angrily attacked
the sentence as being unfair.
"Some one has to go to jail,"
she said, "so they send this
man, a punk, for Mitchell,
Magruder and ultimately the
President of the United States."

Barker and the three other
Miami men already have
served more than 11 months in
prison.
Martinez made an impassioned plea to the federal
judge, calling himself a soldier
in the service of his country.
"I was working here to help
my country," said the Cubanborn Martinez in a heavily accented voice that was near
breaking. "I'm in jail. I don't
have my family. I'm surrounded by strangers."
The government, too, urged
lieniency, saying that the four
men were "at the bottom of the
totem pole" of the entire Watergate conspiracy and that

OVERHAUL AND SALVAGE WORK is carried out by Rescue
Squad members following a fire last night. Owner of the home,
Gary Ellison, center, back to camera, watches as firemen Aaron
Dowdy, left, and Ron Stout, right, shovel burning debris from the
home.
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Tree Seedlings
Available Free
From Forestry

perhaps they acted out of misguided loyalty.
Sentencing was imposed in
the same federal courtroom
where James W. McCord Jr.
stood trial and E. Howard Hunt
and the four others pleaded
guilty in the Watergate trial
rune months ago — a time
when prosecutors still insisted
that political espionage reached
no higher.

Eleven From MSU
To Attend KATE
Fall Conference
Eleven representatives of
Murray State University will
attend the third annual fall
conference * the Kentucky
Association
Teacher
of
Educators
(KATE)
in
Lexington Nov. 9-10.
Dr. John Taylor, chairman of
the department of educational
services, will head a delegation
of eight from that department,
including Dr. Ken Dean, Dr.
Bob Fox, Dr. Bob Malone, Dr.
Robert Wade, J.D. Rayburn,
Wayne Williams and Don
Shelton.
Others from Murray State
who will attend are: Dr. Donald
E. Jones, dean of the Graduate
School; Dr. John Devine,
chairman of the department of
business education and administrative management; and
Dr. Jerome Hainsworth,
associate professor of secondary education.

I CAN'T lACER5TAND PEOPLE
14)14C1 AREN'T CURIOUS!
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The Kentucky Division of
Forestry would like to urge the
landowners of Calloway County
to take advantage of its tree
planting program this fall.
The Division of Forestry
raises a variety of seedlings at
its Ky. Darn Tree Nursery at
Gilbertsville and the fall
planting season will begin about
the middle of November.
The tree species available
include five species of pine—
loblolly, white, shortleaf,
Virginia and Scotch. There is
also an assorted group of
hardwood seedlings which
include black walnut, yellow
popular, white ash, cottonwood,
sycamore, sweetgum, and
black locust.
Tree seedlings may be obtained for $10.00 per 1,000 trees,
except for black walnut and
Scotch pine which are $15.00 per
1,000 seedlings.
Anyone interested in putting a
portion of his land into timber
production should contact
Albert 'Took' Wilson, Division
of Forestry County Ranger for
Calloway County or the District
Office in Mayfield on 304 West
Walnut Street, or phone, 2473913.
Upon request and at no
charge, there are Service
Foresters from the Mayfield
Office available to work with
interested landowners to advise
them on their tree planting or
other
forestry
related
problems. Landowners may
take advantage of this service
by specifying a desire for this
assistance to your County
Ranger, or by contacting the
District Office in Mayfield.
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Consumers Nationwide Initiate
Steps To Save Precious Energy
By MIKE DUFFY
Associated Press Writer
The world's hungriest energyusers are trying to bring their
appetites under control.
Spurred by President Nixon's
address on the energy crisis,
citizens and public officials
throughout the nation Thursday
initiated steps to burn less gas

on the highways and use less
heat and electricity in homes,
offices, factories and schools.
There were people who lowered their thermostats, slowed
their cars and turned off some
of their lights. There were also
people who complained about
the changes they were being
asked to make in their way of

life.
The President led the way by
turning down thermostats in
the White House to 68 degrees
— and a spokesman said afternoon readings were 65 degrees.
Cleveland Mayor Ralph J.
Perk turned his office thermostat down to 62 degrees. "That
may be too far. I may have to
wear thermal underwear," he
said.
Schools throughout the state
of Oklahoma turned thermostats down and Pennsylvania
school officials met to discuss
an extended Christmas vacalog reports of possible other tion to save heat.
victims in Denver and New
Some New York high-rise
York.
apartment managers were
Willie Luther Steelman, 28, of quick to comply with the sugLodi, Calif., and Douglas Gretz- gestion to lower the thermostat.
ler, 72, of New York state, were They noted that 68 degrees is
scheduled for ariaignment in the minimum daytime average
Stockton Municipal Court today set by law anyway.
on nine counts of murder.
The Washington Gas Light
They were booked late Thurs- Co. cut off natural gas service
day for investigation of murder to 268 large industrial and comin the execution-style slaying of mercial customers, forcing
nine persons, including two them to draw against scarce
children, in the home of a gro- supplies of heating oil. The cuscery store owner in the nearby tomers included Georgetown
hamlet of Victor.
University, the University of
Steelman and Gretzler were Maryland, the Washington Hiltracked down Thursday in Sac- ton Hotel and two hospitals in
ramento, 50 miles to the north, the suburbs.
after they registered at a hotel
The 50 mph. speed limit was
where a clerk recognized them put into immediate effect on
from photos in a newspaper the New4ersey Turnpike. New
and tipped police.
Jersey's Garden State Parkway
Gretzler was arrested on a went to the 50 m.p.h. maximum
second floor hallway of the beginning today, as did the
Clunie Hotel and 90 minutes lat- Pennsylvania Turnpike.
er Steelman was flushed by a
The idea brought some crititear gas shell from a shabby cism, however. The Greyhound
apartment building 1a miles Corp. asked the government to
away.
exempt buses from the proHe was accompanied by Me- posed 50 m.p.h. limit and truUncle Ann Kashula, 19, who ckers complained that slower
threw Steelman's .22-caliber speed limits would keep them
pistol onto the lawn following on the road longer.
instructions relayed to SteelA spokesman for the Presiman over a local rock-music dent said he would continue to
station. Steelman had been travel but would order
his }et
promised he would not be shot flown at slower speeds to conif he surrendered.
serve fuel.
The slim blonde girl, who poThe White Howse also took
lice said worked at a massage the lead in reducing lighting,
parlor in Sacramento, was ordering its exterior 56,000-watt
questioned and released.
floodlights turned off at 10 p.m.
Steelman and Gretzler also instead of allowing them to
were charged in a murder war- burn all night.
rant with the execution slaying
Sears, Roebuck and Co. anof Robert George Robbins, 19, nounced that its more than 800
and Katherine Mestites, 21, at a retail stores and 2,000 other
trailer court in the Phoenix units would reduce store temsuburb of Mesa, Ariz. Their peratures to 68 degrees, reduce
bodies were found Sunday
inside lighting and eliminate
Arizona sheriff's officers additional outside lighting norhave come here to question the mally used during the Christtwo about two men missing in mas season.
connection with the slaying of
Christmas displays were also
the Mesa couple.
canceled or cut back in such
And U. Jerry Hill of the places as main street in BufMaricopa County, Ariz. sher- falo, N.Y., and Bartlesville,
iff's department, said investiga- Okla. Houston, Tex., planned to
tors are checking reports of hang its lights downtown but
possible other victims in Den- not turn them on.
ver and New York.

Two Jailed On Charges
Of Slaying Nine Persons
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) —
Two fugitives who gave up
without a fight were in jail today, accused of nine slayings in
California's latest mass murder
and two deaths in Arizona. Authorities said they were check.

Opera Broadcasts
To Be Aired, WKPAS

Broadcasts of the 34th annual
Texaco-Metropolitan Opera
radio season will again be
carried on WKMS-FM,the voice
of Murray State University, on
Saturdays from Dec. 8 to April
27, 1974.
Dr. Ray Mofield, chairman of
the department of communications on the campus,
said 21 operas will be aired,
beginning with Rossini's
"L'Italiana in Alger!" at 1 p.m.
(CST) on Dec. 8.
Singers announced
for
principal roles in the first
broadcast are mezzo-soprano
Marilyn Horne, soprano Colette
Bokv. tenor Luigi Alva,
baritone Theodore Uppman,
and bass Fernando Corona,
with Gabor Otvos conducting
the performance.
Listeners will hear on subsequent Saturdays these
operatic masterpieces:
Mozart's "Die Zauberflote,"
Dec. 15; Verdi's "Rigoletto,"
Dec. 22; Puccini's "Manon
Lescaut," Dec. 39; Strauss'
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. "Salome," Jan.
5; Bizet's
AP) — Work crews today con- "Carmen,"
Jan. 12; Verdi's
tinued the lengthy job of repl- "Simon
Boccanegra," Jan. 19;
acing eight defective stabilizer Wagner's
"Tristan and Isolde,"
fins on the Skylab 3 rocket.
Jan. 26; Offenbach's "Les
Their goal is to complete the Cordes d'Hoffrnann,
" Feb. 2;
task by Sunday so the space Verdi's "Otello,"
Feb. 9;
agency won't have to postpone Puccini's "La Boheme," Feb.
the launching a second time.
Strauss'
16;
"Der
Discovery of small cracks Rosenkavalier," Feb.
Z.
around bolts in the eight fins
Rossini's "11 Barbiere di
forced officials to postpone the Siviglia," March 2;
Verdi's "I
shot from Saturday until next Vespri Siciliani,"
March 9;
Thursday. They said the cracks Berlioz's "Les Troyens,"
most likely were caused by salt March 16; Wagner's
"Die
air corrosion.
Gotterdammerung," March 23;
The first nine-foot-long fin Puccini's "Madame Butter'
fly,"
was removed Thursday after a March 30; Donizetti's
"L'Elisir
four-hour operation. Several d'Amore," April 6; Mozart's
more hours were required to "Don Giovanni,"
April 13;
replace it. The fins are being Wagner's "Parsifal," April
20;
changed one at a time.
and Puccini's "Turandot,"
The space agency said if the April 27.
Saturn 1B rocket had flown
Five of the operas to be
with the cracked fins, it might broadcast are new productions,
have blown up in flight.
and three of them—"L'Italiana
Skylab 3 astronauts Gerald P. in Algeri," "I Vespri Sicilian',"
Carr, William R. Pogue and and "Les Troyens"—h
ave
Edward G. Gibson observed the never before been broadcast by
start of repair work Thursday the Metropolitan Opera. The
after a space suit fitting here. other new productions are "Les
Then they flew to Houston's C,ontes d'Hoffmann" and "Der
Johnson Space Center to prac- Gotterdanunerung."
WASHINGTON (API — Gov.
tice some phases of the flight in
During intermission periods,
Wendell Ford said' Thursday
spaceship simulators.
listeners will again hear such
If there are no further de- long-time favorites as "Opera that he believes nationwide
lays, they will return to Cape News on the Air," Texaco's gasoline rationing similar to
Canaveral Tuesday to prepare Opera Quiz, and the "Roving World War II "is inevitable"
for launching at 9:37 a.m. EST Reporter," along with other and it would be a "God send if
Thursday. They are to spend a informational features designed we were able to get by without
record 85 days on man's third to interest the musically rationing."
Ford made his comments
and final visit to the orbiting uninitiated and the informed
after attending an emergency
Skylab station.
opera lover alike.
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energy research and development.
—availability of coal reserves.
—availability of a water
supply necessary for such a
program.
—site availability.
—availability of technical
competence.
—availability of an on-going
research program underway
since 1972.
Ford spent Wednesday and
Thursday with about a dozen
top officials in Washington, discussing the proposal.
"We are talking about a
large, time-consuming program," he said, and the plants
would be financed cooperatively by federal, state and local governments.
Ford met privately with top
Presidential assistant Melvin
Laird Thursday, who "expressed deep interest in this
(Project)" Ford said.
"We will continue to put together a firm proposal which
has been requested by everyone
with whom we met," Ford said.
"Energy development as it
pertains to coal will be a priority item which I will present to
the next general assembly,"
Ford said.
Ford planned to be in Louisville today to address members
of United Steelworkers District
30 at the Galt Houee.
He planned to talk about the
eneegv.a141.
.•
A spokesman
said
he was uncertaini.the governor
would discuss specific implementation of President Nixon's
proposals for taking enerio,
conservation measures

.
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Read The Classifieds

a

38.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

i

All display ads, classified
display
and
regular
*
t
display, must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day before
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
.m. the day before
blication.
••••••••••4••••
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION CLASS OFFICERS-Officers of the afternoon class of distributive
education at Murray Vocational School are, left to right, Anita Butterworth, parliamentarian; Della
Watkins, reporter; Phyllis Adams. treasurer; Janet Riley, secretary; Suzette Hughes, vicepresident; and Marilyn Prescott, president.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Newsprint Shortage Begins
To Ease Up In Recent Weeks
NEW YORK (API - The
critical shortage of newsprint
that gripped many of the nation's newspapers in late summer and early fall has begun to
ease in the last few weeks with
the settlement of labor disputes
at most Canadian mills.
But the availability of newsprint now and in the future remains a major source of concern at papers across the country •
The shortage was touched off
by three-month strikes at Canada's major paper mills, which
supply close to 70 per cent of
the newsprint consumed in the
United States.
After strikes at all but three
relatively small mills were settled last month, the situation
began to improve almost immediately, publishing officials say.

Hospital Report

Quality

Metal Detectors
from White Electronics
'World's Largest
Line"
For a special holiday offer
call your authorized dealer:
Phone 753-1575
Mon. reirv 53

FISHER PRICE Toys, a division
of The Quaker Oats Company is
accepting applications from
LPN's and RN's interested in
being trained for the position of
Industrial nurse. Outstanding
working hours and fringe benefits
including profit sharing. Apply in
person to George E. Lovell,
personnel manager Fisher Price
Toys, Murray, Kentucky or call
502-753-0450. Equal Employment
Opportunity Employer.
'WANT EXTRA money for
Christmas? Pleasant work! Part
time! Phone 753-1470.
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far
away! Let Avon help you make
holiday money. As an Avon
Representative, you can earn
extra cash-and it's easy and
fun! Call or write Glenda Duke,
P.O. Box 3247, Paducah, Ky.
43001, 443-3366.

•
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, 1952 FORD tractor, plow, pick up FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
November 10, 12:00 noon, till 5:00 disc. Phone 492-8801 after 5:00 753-7580.
p.m., 641 North to Wiggins p.m.
Furniture, turn right, second
$20.00.
WOOD STOVE (
house on right. Phone 753-0930.
Wig, 100 per cent human hair
Also about 3 ricks of wood, pick
with stand and case, $10.00; air DUCK HUNTERS!!! Solid 16' up for $7.00 rick or $18.00 for all.
purifier (great for people with semi-cruiser, ideal duck blind, Phone 753-0930 after 5:30 p.m.
dust allergies or hay feaver), $50.00. 18 H.P. Evinrude and 33
$10.00; AM-FM radio, battery or H.P. Evinrude. Will sell or trade
electric, $5.00; two wooden for motorcycle or aluminum'
ALUMINUM SIDING
chairs, $3.00 each; tape cases, fishing boat. Phone 753-3672.
SAVE 20 per cent
$4.00 each; T.V. stand with
We purchased 200 squares
rollers, $3.00, knick-knacks; 3'x5' CALVIN TENT 10' x 12',
used
of white 8" aluminum
braided rugs, $4.50 each; only 4 days. Excellent condition.
siding at the old price,
women's clothing, shoes, size 41
/
2 $35.00. Phone 753-6213 after 5:00
before the price was
and 5; men's hats and coat; p.m.
raised. We can send this
purses; trunk.
savings on to you ,while it
14' JON boat, aluminum, $100.00.
lasts. Call 498-8886 for Free
Phone 753-8885 or 489-2475,
Estimate.
EIGHT PIGS, 8 weeks old. Six
cylinder Ford truck motor.
Phone 437-4548 anytime or 437- 14'1' CHEROKEE boat, trailer, FALL FENCE sale, now through
November 26. For free estimate
4297 mornings.
18 H.P. Johnson motor, one
Call Larry Lyles at Sears, 753swivel seat. Phone 753-6885 after
2310
5:30 p.m.
25. Business Service
1973 CHEROKEE bass boat, 65 A BUSINESS
without a sign is a
H.P. Johnson motor and Paris sign of no
business. Hanna Sign
GARAGE SALE, 410 South 6th
Line trailer. Call 753-7965, 753- Company,
753-8346.
TFC
Street, 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.,
0406.Saturday, November 10

LADY NEEDED as full time
housekeeper. Needed as soon as
possible. Be full time for one
month,then part time. Must have
references and be able to care for
EXPERIENCED two small children. Phone 753WANTED
tractor trailer driver. Apply in 13848.
LARGE QUANTITY of birch
COLOR T.V.-I973 Magnavox
person to Mr. Waller at Paschall
cabinet deers and drawers. Th-FIANO
TUNING-repairTruck Lines. "An
equal opcents each. May be seen at 1600 rebuilding. prompt.expert ser- with remote control. If interested
phone 753-8909.
PLANNER TRAINEE
portunity employer."
Keenland.
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Bea
PRODUCTION CONTROL
W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and pho„e 7534911
TFC CLEARANCE SALE,G.E. multiPLUMBERS HELPER wanted,
Fisher-Price Toys, a
band radios.
Murray'
treated fence posts.
ages 21 to 40. Write P.O. Box 32-A,
division of the Quaker Oats
3 band models P-4920. Regular
Lumber 'Company, 104 Maple
USED VIOLIN; electric guitar
Murray, Kentucky.
Co., is accepting apStreet.
$36.95, Sale Price $29.88. 5 band
and amplifier, Phone 753-4103 models
plications for a production
P4950. Regular $49.95.
after 5:00 p.m.
SALESMAN WANTED for
control planner trainee.
Sale Price $38.88. 7 band models
MILLIONS OF rugs have been
selling hardware and related
The individual selected will
P-4900. Regular $124.95. Sale
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
G.E. CLEARANCE SALE-8
items. Write P.O. Box 32-B,
have a minimum of exPrice $89.88. 8 band models PAmerica's finest. Rent electric
track stereo tape players.
Murray, Kentucky.
posure in production
shampooer 61.00. Kwik-Pik
4960. Regular $69.95. Sale Price
Automatic record changer, audio
scheduling, planning and
Market, Five Points.
$49.88. 12 band models P-4990.
system, duo-mode systems, triexpediting
of
raw
Regular $199.95. Sale Price
mode systems, four chrome
materials. Interested
$139.88. Roby Sales, Highway 68,
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
sound systems, FM-AM-FM
candidates should apply at
Benton, Kentucky.
and concrete unlash blocks. stereo receiver.
While They last.
The situation is different,
Fisher-Price
Toys,
104
Company,
Murray Lumber
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
however, for papers - inMurray, Ky. Equal EmMaple Street.
cluding the Christian Science
$49.88
$62.95
M8616
ployment
Opportunity
EXTRA NICE 8' x 35' trailer,
Monitor and the Marshall Field
•
$124.95
SC2705
$99.95
Emilo er.
Custom
tire
TRUCK
sale.
LOAD
carpeted and air. Boyd's Trailer
papers in Chicago - which are
$109.95
4124.96
SC2005
premium 4 ply polyester white
Park, Highway 94 East.
served by the few mills where
$128.95
$159.95
SC2015
wall:
strikes continue.
$154.95
$199.95
SC2305
F78x14" or 15"-$18.88 + $2.27
MOBILE home, 10' x 50', two
After afloiae Cascade facility
$168.95 1963
SC3300
$209.95
bedrooms. Priced to sell. If inNEED EXTRA cash? Spare G78x14" or 15"-$19.67 + $2.80 SC3205
In Ontario resumed production
$199.95
$259.95
Time! Details, sample free. H78x14" or 15"-$20.52 + $3.01 40 watts peak music, power on terested see A.R. Hatcher at
earlier this week, however, the
+
$3.31
15"-$21.93
L78:14"
or
of Murray or phone 753-3184
Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th
only strikes still unsettled were
Sales, Bank
Wide 60 series with raised white our most deluxe set. Ftoby
Street.
at Price Paper Corp. mills in
'00 pin'
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. after 5.
letters:
Quebec and Ontario.
62.89
15"-$27.83
+
G60114" or
The Christian Science MoniL80
MOBILE HOMES: 10' x 45', two
tor suspended printing of its
FOR YOUR insurance needs for 1.80x14" or 15"-$31.79 + $3.49
bedrooms, $60.00 per month. 10' it
Saturday edition at the start of
automobile, home
40', two bedrooms, 640.00 per
owner, GR70
this month when its Midwest
business, farm, mobile homes, Steele Radial white wall, the
month. Phone 489-2595.
printer, largely supplied by
contact Wilson Insurance & Real 40,000 mile tire:
Price, could not get enough paEstate, phone 753-3283.
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + 63.08
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
per for six full editions a week.
HR70:14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
At the Field papers - the
LR70:14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70
Small parks. Superior acDaily News and the Sun Times
commodations. Residential area.
Benton,
- Virgil Schroeder, vice presiRoby
Highway
68,
Sales,
WANT TO BUY light pole with
ONE SET of Appollo drums, South 16th Street, 753-3855.
dent of production, reported the
100 amp. Service for trailer. Kentucky
•
$75.00. Phone 753-5927.
classified advertising section
Phone 753-5472.
WOOD FOR fireplace. Highway
had been dropped two days a
TWO BEDROOM trailer on
68 near Aurora. Easy to load.
week, news space and features
private lot. Located three miles
AR& YOU interested in selling
Piano. from city on Highway 121
Pick up for $7.50 per rick. Phone SPINET-CONSOLE
had been reduced, and out-ofyour farm. We have cases daily
Wanted: Responsible party to (Mayfield Road). Water furstate circulation had been cut.
for all types of farms. We have 354-8628.
spinet piano on low nished. Phone 753-2900 days or
purchase
Schroeder and other industry
the buyers who are interested.
monthly payments. Can be seen 753-4524 nigh'.s
officials say newsprint supply
Contact Wilson Real Estate 753- FIREWOOD-cut to order.
locally. Write Manager, P.O. Box
will be tight for months, even
3263: Wayne Wilson, broker, 753- Phone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
276, Shelbyville, Indiana 46176.
though the major Canadian
t To Rent
5086; Loretta Jobs realtor
NICE FORK and spoon in Inmills had resumed shipping by
associate
753-6075;
Ronnie
Pea,
WHO'S WHO--Elizabeth Tuck, a Murray State University
ternational sterling Prelude SPINET CONSOLE piano. May LOCAL COUPLE wants to rent
the last week in October.
senior, has been selected for inclusion in the 1973-74 Who's Who 435-5792.
pattern. Used one time. Phone be purchased by small monthly unfurnished two bedroom house
"Even after all the strikes
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. A home APPROXIMATELY 10 acres, 4374493, after 5:00 p.m.
payments. See it locally. Write or apartment. Phone 753-4759
are over, demand for newsprint
Manager, P.O. Box 207, Carlyle, after 5:00 p.m.
will still exceed supply," econonfles major, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard non tillable land,five or six miles
Tuck of 1200 Doran Road, Murray. She is President of Sigma
atesonaikIll. 62231.
Schroeder said. "July, August
from Murray. Phone 492-8837
Sigma Sigma social sorority and Is a member of Alpha Lambda
WANT TO RENT apartment for
and September are slow
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Delta honor society, Kappa Omicron Phi home economics society,
three girls for spring semester of
months for newspapers and the
MEXICAN
Kappa Delta Pi scholarship and leadership society, and the I WILL be buying all kinds of furs
mills can usually produce some
CRAFTS
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 1974. Phone 767-6319 or 767-6322
Judicial Board.
again this season. Thanks for last
excess which is used during the
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) year's business. Highway 641
fall months when consumption
•Wooden Furniture
13th Street. "Every day you
Apartments For Rent
South, 2 miles from shopping
is heavy."
Earthenware
delay lets bugs have their way."
•
center, Murray, Kentucky.
According to the Newsprint
LARGE TWO bedroom furnished
•Leather Goods
Douglas Shoemaker, Phone 753Information Committee, which
FOR THE best in pest control apartment with living room and
3375.
represents Canadian mills, the
service and termite control call kitchen. Inquire at Kelly's Pest
•Wrought Iron
strikes resulted in the loss of
Superior Exterminating Com- Control, located 100 South 13th
•Placks •Horns
WANT TO BUY good used pool
550,000 tons of newsprint propany. 753-7266
TFC Street.
Phone 753-8218.
•Masks •Whips
duction.
president-elect of the society. table.
By Li. Rollin
Dr. Hunter Hancock, forProf. Don M. Pace, assistant
ONE BEDROOM furnished
ED'S PLACE
professor of history at Murray merly chairman of the
apartment also 3 new two
BATTERIES
$8.95
to
$14.95.
Any
State University, will be department of biological
Hwy 94 East
bedroom trailers. Water furcar,
discount
to
dealers. Atomic
principal speaker, Dec. 1, at the sciences at Murray State, will
nished at 121 Apartments under
batteries,
401
North
Sun.
4th
Sat
&
Open
Street,
make
a
report on the recent
fall meeting of the Jackson
new owner, also one bedroom
Murray, 753-8572.
Only
Purchase Historical Society on historical bus tour to Louisville.
unfurnished apartment in town.
The Jackson Purchase
the Murray campus.
Phone 753-4017.
24" BOYS Spider bidycle, two
Dean Wilson Gantt, president Historical Society has a
coins, also
silver
U.S.
ANY
mens sport coats, 40 long. Phone
of the Society, has announced membership of approximately
piece or more.
489-2843.
that the Purchase historians 125 members in the eight collections, one
FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
753-6328.
Harris,
WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerator,
will have the dinner meeting at Purchase counties: Ballard, Phone Bill
and efficiency apartments near
15 cubic foot. Can be seen at 104 FIREWOOD-Cut
6 p.m. in Winslow Cafeteria Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
to order. university. Ideal for students,
753-8136.
phone
12th
or
South
Graves, Hickman, Marshall
north of Chestnut Street.
Phone 436-5591.
phone 753-7575.
large farm, with
Mr. Gantt,dean of admissions and McCracken. Adjoining WANT TO BUY
Calloway
house, in
AUTOMATIC WASHER, good FIREPLACE
and registrar at Murray State, counties in West Tennessee are or without
WOOD. Phone 753- ONE BEDROOM furnished
782-2567.
working condition, $25.00. See at 4147.
said Professor Pace would have also included in the Jackson County. Phone
apartment, electric heat and air
1208 Peggy Ann Drive.
as his subject, "Ramblings Purchase area.
conditioned. Close to university.
The original Jackson PurAbout Livingston County." Mr.
MARBLE TABLE tops, all sizes, Real nice. Phone 753-4478 or
753THREE PIECE maple bedroom
?ace, a native of Livingston chase treaty was signed Ocsale, suite, triple dresser. Real good shapes and colors. Phone 767- 8199.
price
/
1
2
TABLES
POOL
Coonty,received his BS and MA tober 19, 1818, by Governor
2449.
while they last. 44", regular condition. Phone 753-1803 after
degrees from Murray State and Isaac Shelby, General Andrew
VACANT NICE two bedroom
now only $12.43. 60", 4:00 p.m.
$24.86,
is currently a doctoral can- Jackson and the Chickasaw
1969 CHEVY II, Nova SS, body apartment in
only $24.80.
country. Electric
now
949.80,
regular
didate at the University of Indian Nation.
only. In good condition, nice heat. No dogs. $75.00 per
Highway 68, Benton,
month.
Sales,
Baby
The
treaty was proclaimed by
interior. 1967 Chevelle, new 4 Phone
Mississippi.
75341833.
Kentucky.
Miss
speed
transmission.
Margaret
New
396-375
Heath, President James Monroe
CLEARANCE
SALE-Sewing
secretary -treasurer of the January 7, 1819.
machines. Brother heavy duty, HP engine, 100 per cent
gift?
unusual
an
Jackson Purchase Historical
LOOKING FOR
full size model number 1381, guaranteed. Body average, could
sculptured. by,
Society, -wiii receive eeserFINLAND'S WflV3S" Give-an.art 4:4eCe
944:97. be rePaisedlesP.-Call be oeetT it'POLLE5- -HEREFORD buli.
vations at her address, 1202
A presidential ruling in Hel- nature; varnished and hand'Heavy duty zig zag, model 621, Walston Auto Repair Dixieland weighs about 1300
or 1400 lbs.
Maple Street, Benton, Ky., not sinki has declared wolves, of polished driftwood with assorted Regular $99.95, now only, $63.58. Shopping Center, Murray.
Contact Wade Green 436-6454.
Phone 753-2415 or
decorations.
which
only
about
10
ate
left
in
later than November 22.
Deluxe rig zag model number
Farmer Ave.
POTTED
plants,
751, regular 8159.99, now only LARGE
Reservations for the dinner are Finland, a protected species see at 1628
FIVE REGISTERED angus
$3.50 per plate. Mrs. Corinne except in reindeer pastures in
underpinned. $114.37. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Bougainvillea, Philodendron and heifers, 10
HOMES
Mogn2
to 14 months old.
the
north.
CNS
Hibiscus,
$1000
to
$1500
Phone
Benton, Kentucky.
Whitehead of Benton is
Phone 253-3938 or 753-5481.
Phone 435-4362.
753-8215

Theodore Serrill, executive
vice president of the National
Newspaper Association, which
includes 6,580 papers, said
members are reporting "many
fewer specific instances of cutbacks now than a month ago.
"The tightness now mostly
affects those small papers
which buy from paper jobbers
instead of through long-term
contracts," he observed.
At the Lindsay-Sctulub Newspapers, based in Decatur, Ill.,
Editor Robert Hartley said all
advertising was eliminated
from five of the group's papers
for two weeks in September.
"That got us through the
crisis," he said. "We are running close to normal now and
see no need to trim back in the
future."

This had the effect of wiping
out any summer production
surplus this year, officials say.
Meanwhile, news executives
see plenty of cause for concern
about long-term prospects for
newsprint availability.
The problem, they say, is
that newsprint industry capacity has fallen behind the fastgrowing demand fir the product.
"There is no excess capacity," said an American Newspaper Publishers Association
official. "I don't want to say
rationing - but measures for
the conservation of newsprint
are going to be a long-term
thing."
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27 Mob H$ales

•

November 5, 1973
ADULTS 113
NURSERY 6
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Lanett Townsend and
Baby Boy, Box 651, Mayfield,
Baby Boy Walker (Marilyn
Jean, Mother), 201 S. 3rd. St.,
Murray, Baby Girl Hicks
'Beverly June, Mother),
Route 1, Box 208, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mavis Powell, Route 4,
Benton, Mrs. Dorothy Mae
Wyatt, Route 2, Murray, Clifton
David Emerson, 703 South 4th
St., Murray, Mrs. Karen Leigh
Barnett, Lot 34, Shady Oaks Tr.
Ct., Murray, Edison Feltner
Moore, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Ann Hinant Davis, Hester Hall,
Box 6276, Murray, Mrs.Nancy
Jane Smith, Route 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Katie Fteen Reeder, 1404
Poplar, Murray, Mr. Clarence
Alexander Townsend, Route 1,
Kirksey, Ralph Ward Copeland,
404 Court, Fulton.

Hitler's box removed
from Vienna Opera
lenna s ulksuper. the
light opera house, has re
moved the "Fuhrer's Box"
which Hitler ordered to be
built and replaced it with a
group of additional seats.
Hitler never even set foot in
the 75-year-old building which
reopened recently after extensive remodeling and modernizing - CMS
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Prof. Don Pace To Be Speaker
At Jackson Purchase Society
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OVEMBER 9, 1973
PACE THIRTEEN

THE LEDGER & TIME - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Call

•

753-1916
38. Pets - Supplies

IR sale. Phone

(small), $20.00
icks of wood, pick
k or $18.00 for all.
after 5:30 p.m.

UM SIDING
20 per cent
200 squares
8" aluminum
the old price,
e price was
can send this
you , while it
for Free

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 8, 1973

Sell t With A Classified Ad 75C3a1916
46. Homes For Sale

47. Motorcycles

51. Services Offered

Another View

PUPPIES-AKC,red Dachshund
TAKE OVER payments of $17.00
and AKC West Highland Whites, REDUCED-THREE
bedroom a month-1973 Harley Davidson,
Phone Paducah 443-8533.
two bath brick home,central heat 90cc trail bike, only 12 miles.
and air, dishwasher. A good buy. Bought for wife to learn on,
THREE BIRD dogs, trained and Phone
753-8416.
chickened out. Save plenty.
untrained. Two to Five years old.
Phone 489-2176.
Phone around 9:00 p.m. 496-8274,

WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Exterior Painting. Phone 753-4832
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
753-7484 after 410 p.m. firr free
estimates.

Dwain Taylor Corner

SEAMLF-SS GUTTERS, baked
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
SUPER DELUXE three bedroom 1972 SUZU1U 350, good condition.
841 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
years. For free detailed estimate
"1973 Homette" double wide Must sell due to leaving town.
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
phone Atkins Gutter service,
mobile home, like new. Located Will take best offer. Phone 753puppies, tiny toy poodles,
Murray 753-8407 or 753-8992.
in Riviera Courts. Carpeted, has 0713.
cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and wo baths,
central gas heat,
EXPERIENCED ROOFER, will
hampsters, fish and supplies. FHA
1972 Chevrolet Caprice, 2 door hard top, green, one
and UL approved and still
Used Cars & Trucks
do house for $19.00 a sauare and
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.
owner, all equipment, air, steering, brakes, real
six months under warranty. One
furnish shingles, Also do patch
sharp car. inn.
look and you will want it. Priced DODGE POLARIS-1964, green
jobs. Call 753-6569.
four door. Good mechanical
DOBERMAN PINSCHERS,adult to sell.
males, also male puppies. "Must Older house, but solid and on lot condition. $250.00. Phone 753-7619
Hazel Hwy.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING SI
Phone 753-2617
sell." Phone 474-2263.
75'x273' zoned R4, on South 12th or 753-0525.
Electric
offers
24
hour
Street. Downstairs is separated
emergency service for well
UKC REGISTERED, female, into two apartments. For income FORD---1966,
six cylinder,
pumps, plumbing and electrical
Black and Tan coon hound, six and investment with a future. traight shift,
Offered
52,000 actual miles.
51. Services Offered
problems. Phone 753-5543.
months old. AKC registered Only $16,000.00,
ean. Phone 753-1733 after 3:00
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
female,
red, miniature Two bedroom house near .m.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles WILL DO sewing and mending in
dachshund puppy with four University at 1615 Hamilton, for
home weekdays. Phone 753-7828. South of Murray on Hwy. 641. my home. Phone 753-7497.
generations typewritten rent, lease or sale. Will sell for 1972 VOLKSWAGEN bus, seven
Jerry McCoy, owner, (502) 492Pedigree. Benton 527-9700.
$1,000 down, balance monthly at 8 passinger, Air conditioned, 29,000 "HALDEMAN, EHRLICHMAN,16H,DEAN,
8837.
TFC
per cent. Total price $14,500.00. miles, Red and white. $2700.00. MITCHELL MAGRUDER AND COX. AND GEE,
COMMERICAL WORK, four or
44. Lots For Sale
130%, HE DIDN'T EVEN USE A GUN."
C.O. Bondurant Realty, call Call Mayfield 247-6468.
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter five days a week, three hours a
BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x 753-3460.
Shop old ice plant). Complete day. Phone 753-9986 after 5:00
204' on U.S. Highway 641 South.
FORD FAIRLANE-1965, 28
remodeling
and
repairs, p.m.
For new home or mobile home. BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom motor. Phone 753-7209.
cabinets, paneling, doors, for(JITTER
TNG
BY
Sears. Sears
brick home,2 baths, living room,
Phone owner 753-0774.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN service,
mica work, finish carpentry,
paneled family room with CORVETTE-1964 convertible, seamless gutters, installed per all
makes
models.
and
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or WILL TOP and trim trees. For
$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per fireplace, wall to wall carpets, two
your specifications. Call Larry
tops. Red with black interior.
Authorized Baldwin service.
information phone 753-0230.
753-0790 nights.
month will buy a large wooded lot draperies, built-in range, central
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
In good condition. Phone 436-2240.
Phone Hopkinsville 806-1877 or
at Keniana Shores. Lake access- heat and air, utility room with
estimate
TFC
Gerrald Boyd, Owner
after 5:00 p.m. Cadiz 522-8660.
central water-all weather hook-ups, double garage, large
FORD EXPLORER-1969, long,
streets. Phone 436-5320 or 436- lot, city water. Two miles outside
209 S. 7th, Murray
NOTICE
wide bed, V8 straight shift. Looks
2473.
DOZER SERVICE D-8 catercity limits on Overby Road. and runs like
Indoor boat and camper
3-1751
new. Phone 753:
pillar. Phone 753-9807.
Phone 753-2715. No Friday night 6935.
,,,LIt is necessary for the Murray Water System to flush the fire*
storage. Phone 474-2778 o
or Saturday calls).
inquire at
TIMBER-LODUE on Tenn--; Arhydrants Saturday night, November 10th. The flushing wil.
37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
KOA Campground
'Ricky Lake, Route 1, Springville, *begin about 10 p.m. and will be completed during the night. If2
1972 OLDSMOBILE, cutless S. SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
:
there is any discoloration in your water when first turned omit
house, 2 car garage on 641 North. THREE BEDROOM brick, Full power, air
Electric
offers
24
Aurora,
Ky.
hour
Tennessee, will build complete
conditioned. Low
Canterbury Estates, $35,000.
Sunday morning,flush well before using. We are sorry for an*
Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m
emergency
service
well
only
for
starting
at
!fireplaces,
mlliage. Phone 474-2346.
inconvenience, but it is required that we do this twice a year.
Phone 753-4023 or 753-4448.
pumps, plumbing and electrical
6695.00. Selection of stones
problems. We now have 2 WILL DO trash and brush available. Satisfaction
MALIBU-1971, six cylinder,
,..,*
MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM
*
qualified crews and trucks to hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone guaranteed. Phone 901493ASSUMABLE LOAN, 6 per cent
1619 CATALINA. Nice 3 bedroom FBA, $134.00 per month, better automatic, power steering, 43,000 serve you. Phone 753-5543.
753-6130
TFC
3534.
TFC Air
actual
$1100.00,
miles,
twe
door
brick, carpeted living room, than new, large three bedroom,
washer-dryer hookup, kitchen. 11/2 bath, den-kitchen com- hardtop. 1969 Volkswagen, new
tires, good condition, $950.00. 1967
tile bath, draperies remain. Call bination. Large fenced lot.
Exfor appointment. John Randolph cellent condition. Equity with Chopped Honda motorcycle. A lot
Realty & Auction Company, 753- terms or new conventional loan. of chrome. Excellent condition.
1965 Econo-Line Ford camper,
8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
Phone 753-1359.
bunks, carpeted, refrigerator, 6
SPEND YOUR holidays in this NICE-NEAT, four bedroom cylinder, $500.00. Phone 753-2231.
415 SOUTH 10TH STREET-2 bedroom frame house completely redecorated.
new, well planned, 8 room brick house, two fireplaces, basement,
FINE RESTAURANT, PERFECT LOCATION, all equipment, plenty of
PICKUP-1960,
Perfect for a young family or retired couple, will sell for $8,000.00.
home in one of Murray's finest gas heat, large screened front CHEVROLET
parking is available. Building and lot can be purchased or continued to be
good
condition.
Must sell. 8400.00
areas. Tile entrance foAT, large porch, 301 North 5th. 753-7935.
leased. Fine opportunity to own an established business. Inquire at office.
or
best
offer.
See
at
trailer,
1630
4
MILES
FROM
formal dining room, separate
NEW CONCORD off Route 444 is a 2 bedroom frame house
West Main.
located on approximately lacres Panelled and carpeted on the inside. Imagine
breakfast room and a cozy den
A BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Hwy. 641 North just 5 miles. Wooded lot, 3
House For Sale
only $7,500.00.
with fireplace. You'll like the
bedrooms,central heat and air, draperies, all built-ins, carpet, fireplace and on
convenience of
2% baths, 2 Bedroom Modern Home
city water. One and three-tenths acre lot.
PONTIAC LEMANS-1969, two
LARGE LOVELY OAK IN THIS FRONT LAWN ON GLENDALE ROAD. Nice
generous closets, and storage
door
hardtop,
maroon
with
black
brick home with dining room family room-kitchen combination, central air
FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
areas, the large fully equipped Pretty lot on Wells Blvd.
vinyl
top, mag
conditioning and electric heat. Can be used as 2 or 3 bedrooms. Has built-in
wheels,
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
kitchen, thermopane windows Newly decorated. Less
automatic, floor shift, bucket
range, utility room, outside
prime location and priced right. Nothing else like them left.
and 2% car garage. ( For more
and small office or hobby room behind
than a block of the main seats, good condition. Good gas carport. Nice hardwood floors.storage
Built by an architect for his home. Priced right.
information
call
Warren
mileage. Phone 753-7941.
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
Shropeshire, Building Con- campus. Former Lottie
THE HERSCHEL CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the best location in the
tractor, 753-8277.
11th and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and i.ir, 3 fireplaces, 3
Suiter home.
county. On over one acre lot with beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a Parkcar carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modern con1962 RAMBLER, 6 cylinder
like setting. This is an extra large remodeled home. The size of the rooms will
veniences ana extremeiy well built. Located near schools and downtown Shown
LESS THAN $11,000 for a home in For Appointment Call
straight shift, easy on gas. Make
astound you. Modern kitchen with all buit-ins, paneled den, large formal dining
by appointment only
the country. Living room, kit- 753-4152 after 4:00 p.m. a good second car. $100.00 or best
room,extra large living room with fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio.
chen, 3 bedrooms, utility, storage
offer. Phone 753-1566.
Designed for gracious living entertaining. Has 2 baths,5 bedrooms. Has central
room, and separate garage.
LYNN GROVE-BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
heat and air and on city water. You must see to realize the potential. Call for
Located on blacktop road,5 miles
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
appointment
to
see
Possession
with
deed.
West of Murray. John Randolph YAMAHA 7:10 MX,new Knobbies,
large family room. 22' x 22' workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
Realty & Auction Company, 753- chain and sproket. In very good PICKUP CAMPER topper,
1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderat2ly priced 3 bedroom brick home. Has
brown and white. Excellent
8382 or Keith Hays 489-2488.
EXTRA NICE FURNISHED HOME at Lakeway Shores on water view lot 117'
condition. Phone 753-0263.
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
condition. Insulated. Must sell.
by 121'. Aluminum siding, basement, electric heat, air conditioner, built-in
outside storage. $19,000.00,
$100.00. Phone 753-1323 or 753range and oven, 2 bedrooms, formal dining room, large family room, with
5763
fireplace, patio, garage. On paved street and community water. Everything for
503 S. 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely redecorated home.
leisurly year around living and a really good price.
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, central heat and
il. Services Offered
For the convenience of the Citizens of
air. 2 car garage. new carpet. Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots. Call for apAT 600 S. BROAD STREET is a nice 2 bedroom home at a hard to find price.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
pointment to see
Newly decorated and carpeted. New electric wall heaters, new water heater,
Murray and Calloway County . .
Having trouble getting those
air conditioners, a real sharp house-washer and dryer included. A price you can
small jobs done? Call Ernest
ON Oil) HWY. 641 NORTH is a nice older frame home redecorated and
afford. $10,500.00.
Has
lot.
large
on
bedrooms
and
baths,
4
carpeted.
Has
remodeled.
2
Newly
White 753-0605.
built-in range and on city water. Reduced to $14,000.00.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
Will Be From: 7-4 Monday thru Friday
GARAGE BUILDING, aluminum
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or com7-12 Noon Saturday
New four unit apartment building. Each apartment has 2 bedrooms and tile
siding, carports and additions.
mercial lots.
bath, utility, all carpet. central heat and air, built-in range and refrigerator. On
Now is the time to build. Call
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
wooded
Private
lot.
front and rear porches. Must see to appreciate.
DO YOU LIKE A SPLIT-LEVEL home on lot with nice trees? We have it at 1207
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
Starting September 1, 1973
Doran Road. Has 4 bedrooms,formal dining room, family room, 2 car garage.
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
central heat and air, all carpet and tile. All built-ins. The kichen is a beauty.
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Comfrontage, about l'-2 miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
plete basements, foundations,
ATTENTION GROWERS
AT 1213 MELROSE IS A 3 bedroom brick with carpet, baseboard heat, garbage
and good well Large transferable VA Loan.
patios sidewalks, driveways,
disposer, built-in range, nice cabinets, tile bath, utility room. Priced at
Chrisman Popcorn Company is now buying
retaining walls etc. Septic tank
$18,600.00.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME at 501 Vine in good condition has IL{ acre lot with
field corn and dry soy beans. Have capacity
installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
orchard in back, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gas furnace, fireplace, basement.
for large quantities and good service. Please
On 121 South and Locust Grove Road on I acre wooded lot. A nice large 3
$21,500.00.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
bedroom house with built-ins. Nice carpet, large family room with fireplace.
_call or come by our 9,Wnt on East Poplar
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
Two baths. Has 1980 sq. ft. of living space with central heat and air and double
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND. New split level brick veneer home 1 1,2 miles southeast
Street near Railroad.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
carport. Priced to sell.
of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets, Anderson
753-7625 nights.
TFC
POPCORN COMPANY
windows, built-in range. House still under construction
BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek Subdivision. About 12 wooded, water
101 EAST POPLAR ST.
CERAMIC TILE repair work.
front lots. Other fine wooded lots near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing Lodge.
THE
OLIVER
MAX
FARM.
11
/
2
miles
southwest
of
Kirksey.
117
acres
of
fine
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Repair or remodeling, also
These are fine lots -not the run of the mill. Call us for details.
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
shower doors and tub enclosures.
502-753-1722
tractors,
milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
Call 474-2263.
November 10C
IN WHITNELL ESTA'rES, this 3 bedroom brick has huge rustic den with
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
beamed Cathedral Ceiling, large kitchen, dining room,2 baths, central heat and
air, large walled in patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's best
FOR ALL Your additions121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY
LIMITS. Two
remodeling, residential or
locations. A real good price.
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre Nice
double car
commercial.
New
or
old. Free
:11;
garage with apartment. Good income Also one car brick garage
behind house
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC
ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at Panorama Shores. Lovely rustic type
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
:*,
11
.•
"Happiness is Physical Fitness"
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
;RE So to keep in SHAPE,go where particular people congregate.
washer-dryer hook-up, family room. 2 fireplaces. Large double garage On
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tent
ABOUT TWO MILES SOUTH on 641 and on a lot over an acre in size is a nice 3
!IV: Loose pounds and inches in days. Get ready for those: Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate
Bedroom brick home. Has 2 baths, large recreation room,central heat and air,
;N.: Christmas Holidays-Go slim and trim.
carpet, beautiful fireplace. All rooms are spacious. Call for more information
*2,
T ry . . .
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
till
ONE OF THE BETTER BRICK HOMES IN MURRAY at 809 Olive Street. Has 6
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 5/3 Broad St. 3 bedrooms, central
M S
bedrooms, 3 baths and on 90' x 240' lot. Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets, steel beam
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
gas heat. 1,2 basement. 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet. Priced right
construction, basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Large family room, fenced
4g.
or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
tt
at $17,500.00.
yard. Must see to appreciate.
:•11•:

49.

51.Services

sale, now through
For free estimate
lea at Sears, 753-

Thout a sign is a
ess. Hanna Sign
TFC

1973 Magnavox
trol. If interested

SALE,G.E. multiP-4920. Regular
• $29.88. 5 band
. Regular $49.95.
88. 7 band models
$124.95. Sale
• band models P$89.95. Sale Price
• models P-4990
.95. Sale Price
• es, Highway 68,
cky.

1

8' x 35' trailer,
. Boyd's Trailer
94 East.

, is ,10'z 50', two
•-• to sell. If inA.R. Hatcher at
y or phone 753-3184

61.sinfiamink 51.
Services AM.

Complete
Radiator
Heater_Repair
SHOLAR
AUTO REPAIR

k*****************

45. Fenn Fdr.Sale

46. Heroesfor Sale

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

•

I : 10' x 45', two
00 per month. 10' x
ooms, $40.00 per
489-2596.
•WS and Coact
e Home Parks.
. Superior acResidential area.
• t 753-3855.
CA trailer on
ted three miles
n Highway 121
d). Water fur753-2900 days or

4

50. Campers

,

•TI

LE wants to rent
•o bedroom houae
• Phone 753-4759

apartment for
pring semester of
-6319 or 767-637/
' forlait
oom furnished
living room and
at Kelly's Pest
-. 100 South 13th

OOM furnished
Iso 3 new two
I • S. Water fur. rtrnents under
• one bedroom
.
ent in town.

FOUR bedroom
apartments near
• al for students,

OOM furnished
tric heat and air
oae to university.
ne 753-4478 or 753-

two bedroom
country. Electric
$75.00 per month.

..[41.0r.a...1Y1!•

• ERED angus
14 months old.

HEY, GIRLS!!

:
tA

hero

Figure !I4
Salon?

0
71%
ills,
;10.
t I. You can't get in the San so loin in the Fun-Exercise with us

• Supplies'
REFORD bull,
130I1 or 1400 lbs.
Green 436-5454.

The Land Fill Hours

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Master 489-2504.
TFC

TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn/slick),late, Route 1, WU/W(111eTennessee will do your stone
7:113
In Central Illtersplag Center
work. Large selections of stone,
(
next to Big B Cleaners)
Phone 901493-3534.
TFC
Ii
illi
-,,.. Hours!
I -SPECIAL, SPECIAL- !Ilt ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
ri Monday thru Friday
TFC
ilE Phone Paris,642-6551.
.4IV4 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Per month--5
days a week col
15."
:
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 4361107
!!..4,!..V..4!...4!.................... ... ..... .«. Ago. . AP. Jo. Jae. .e... ... ... Jo*. ..... after 5:00 p.m.

40 ACRES JUST 2 MILES FROM MURRAY and 1,2 mile east of 641 North with 2
bedroom rock and frame home with bath, well.

COMMERCIAL LOT WITH old house at 103 N. 12th Street. A good investment
for someone.

ON 94 WEST just 2/
1
2miles East of Tri-City is a 9 room frame house on about 21,2
acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, huge family room, well Priced
sis,cipo.rio.
tO, nil
_

20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limas and on S. 16th St.
The best piece
of land left in the city. Call for details

Our Sales Staff...
Guy Spann 7532581
Louise Baker 753-2409
'ack Persall 1538961

uy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore Str.
Phone 753-7724

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422
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PACE FOURTEEN

Laymen Speak
At Lynn Grove
Revival Meet

Agreement Announced
Between Israel, Egypt

Deaths and
Funerals

The Lynn Grove United
Church will have a
Methodist
of
west
the
on
separation
Lan
positions
army
and
engagement
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of revival serseries
special
reon
and
held
Canal
positions
Suez
the
of
bank
Israel and Egypt have agreed forces from
vices at the church starting
to a six-point plan designed to Oct. 22, the date of the original ported one of the pilots was in
Sunday, November 11, and
"grave condition."
open negotiations for a per- cease-fire.
continuing through Thursday,
commilitary
Israeli
The
—Daily supplies of food, wamanent Middle East settleNovember 15, at agven p.m.
the U.S. government re- ter and medicine will be mand denied that two planes
ment,
Aubrey F. Burkeen, a
evening.
each
to
held
and
downed
been
had
Suez.
of
town
the
into
allowed
today.
ported
resident of 840 South Ninth
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor, said
Shortly before the announce- Wounded civilians will be evac- its report of one plane down.
Street, Mayfield died at 4:30
the speakers will be laymen of
The apparent hitch seemed to
ment, Israel said Egyptian mis- uated from the town.
a.m. Thursday at the Comthe churches speaking on their
—No hindrance of non-mili- have developed in Tel Aviv
siles had shot down an Israeli
munity Hospital. He was 68
experiences in their lives.
reconnaissance plane, shelling tary supplies to the east bank after Foreign Minister Abba
years of age, and a retired
Speakers will be as follows:
Eban had departed for the
was reported on the Syrian of the Suez Canal.
Rev, Lawson Williamson
employee of S and H Foodtovni,
Sunday—Bob McAdoo of the
—U.N. forces will take over United States this morning. He
front and Premier Golda Meir
Mayfield.
McAdoo Lumber Company,
called in the US. ambassador Israeli checkpoints on the indicated to newsmen at the
He is survived by his wife,
Union City, Tenn.
amid reports that a hitch had Cairo-Suez road. At the Suez airport that Israel had accepted
Mrs Nellie Mae Burkeen, four
Monday—Albert Fowiltes of
developed in the plan worked end of the road Israeli officers the offer.
sons, Aubrey Burkeen, Jr.,
Dyersburg Fabrics, Dyersburg,
Under the U.S-sponsored
can participate in supervising
out to bolster the cease-fire.
'Mayfield, Route 1, Billy
Tenn.
There was no immediate in- the non-military nature of car- plan, Israel would open a supBurkeen, Mayfield, Route 6
Tuesday—B.C. Hendon,
ply route to the encircled Egypdication of what the hitch go.
Charles Burkeen, Mayfield, and
Rev. Lawson Williamson has blacksmith from Dyersburg,,
—As soon as the U.N. check- tian 3rd Army cut off in the
might be but the announced
Bobby Burkeen, Mayfield Route
agreement differed from one points are established, prison- Sinai Desert in return for pris- been called as pastor by the Tenn.
6, and three daughters, Mrs.
Wednesday—Bill Manning,
reported in Israel on Thursday. ers of war are to be exchanged. oner exchanges, U.S. officials members of the Sinking Spring
6,
Route
Lurlene Ray, Mayfield
The encircled Egyptian 3rd traveling with Kissinger report- Baptist Church, located west of disabled Vietnam veteran, one
The announcement of the
Mrs. Helen Elliott, and Mrs.
Murray on Highway 1550 of four persons picked by
plan said representatives of the Army, supplying of which was ed Thursday in Riyadh.
Frances Scoggins, both of
Reader's Digest out of 160 in the
two nations are to sign the a key point in negotiations, was
Road).
(Wiswell
officials
S.
Syria,
U.
said
The
May-field.
agreement, worked out with the not mentioned in Kissinger's the other major combatant in
The new minister comes to nation for the article, "Profiles
Also surviving are four
help of U.S. Secretary of State letter but would be covered in the October war, had not en- Sinking Spring from the First in Courage," in the February
brothers, Clyde Burkeen,
issue, now judge at
who
Hood.
S.
A. Kissinger, on Satur- shipments to Suez.
Henry
Judith
PHYSICIAN—Dr.
dorsed the agreement. Syria Baptist Church, Bradford, 1973
NEW MURRAY STATE
Paducah, Leamon Burkeen,
Bradford, Tenn.
There was no indication was not on Kissinger's itinera- Tenn., where he served for
health services and day at a meeting on the Suezof
director
the
as
duties
new
her
over
took
Burkeen,
Benton, Robert
Murray State University NON. 1, examines Cairo road under U.N. aus- whether the plane incident and ry, and no Syrians took part in almost five years. He is a forThursday—Red Bond,
Murray, and James Burkeen, university physician at
the Syrian action were part of his talks in Cairo with Presi- mer minister of the Cherry business man of Dyersburg,
infirmary. Dr. Hood a Georgetown native pices.
campus
the
in
coed
a
Mrs.
sisters,
three
and
Almo,
Corner Baptist Church in Tenn.
Announcement of the agree- the reported hitch.
degree at the University of Louisville, has
dent Anwar Sadat.
Vera Walston, Benton, M Mrs. who earned the M.D.
physician.
the
over
optimism
health
earlier
But
reunofficial
public
confirmed
Calloway County.
ment
a
as
experience
The church is located on
of
range
wide
lina Dell Gipson, ReicUand, and had a
1Photo by Wilson Woolleyi
ports that a peace plan had agreement was marred by an Missionary To India
Rev. Williamson attended Highway 893, north of Highway
Murray,
Duncan,
Louise
Mrs.
Bethel College, McKenzie, 94 West at Lynn Grove. The
been accepted by both sides fol- Israeli communique reporting
and thirteen grandchildren. A
Tenn., and Union University, public is urged to hear these
lowing
Kissinger's visits to five the downing of the plane on the Speaker For Breakfast
brother, Dan Burkeen, is
Suez front. It said the crew
Arab states this week.
Jackson,Tenn. He is married to outstanding laymen, Rev. Hart
deceased.
Don Allen, missionary to the former Gladys Jones and said.
A letter from Kissinger to parachuted into Egyptian terribe
Funeral services will
Dallas, they have two daughters, Pam
U.N. Secretary-General Kurt tory but made no mention of a India, formerly of
Ceatisued from Page 1)
conducted at two p.m. Saturday
Texas, will be the guest speaker and Beth
indicating
violation,
cease-fire
by
public
Waldheim,
made
at the Byrn Funeral Chapel,
Tickets for the Cheech and east to Ninth Street to where it White House officials in Wash- that Israel was trying to min- at the Key '73 Breakfast to be
The Williamson family moved
Mayfield. Officiating will be
concert at Murray State should again turn south to the ington, listed the following six imize any effect of the incident. held at the Holiday Inn on on the church field on Thursday,
Chong
Rev. Eugene Figge, assisted by
eight
University Tuesday evening, city limits.
Egypt claimed it had shot Monday, November 12, at
November land are residing in
points:
Rev. Don Farmer. Burial will
a.m.
the
at
sale
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be
will
fighter13,
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church pastorium on
the
down
Nov.
to
agree
—Egypt
Israel
and
would
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West
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The
be in Mayfield Memory GarThe missionary will speak on Murray Route Seven near the
The Hazel Church of Christ
bombers and took their pilots
door.
observe the U.N. cease-fire.
and
north
the
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bounded
be
dens.
With church.
will have as guest speaker on
Scheduled at 8 p.m. in the west by the city limits, on the
—Both sides agree to begin prisoner. A communique said his "Experiences
Friends may call at the Byrn
university fieldhouse, the south by Main Street and on the immediate discussion of dis- the planes tried to raid Egyp- Prayer", according to a Key '73
Since the former pastor, Rev. Sunday, November 11, Bro,
Funeral Home.
spokesman.
program will mark the first in east from Main to Olive by 10th
Terry M. Sills, left August 1 for E.W. Stovall of Paknersvilk,
the musical- St., east on Olive to 8th St., and
the area by
his new pastorate at Paducah, Term.
Bro. Stovall has been
comedy group which has gained north on 8th St to the northern
Wendell H. Rone of the
Rev.
Mrs.
Fred
Will
Gingles
• •
(Continued from Page 1)
nationwide attention with its city limits.
Mid-Continent Bible College, preaching for forty-six years
and has done local work with
newly released hit entitled
The Central Ward would be several pieces of property and the guidelines should be set up Teach Lesson On Monday Mayfield, and former pastor of
"Basketball Jones."
the Memorial Baptist Church, churches in the states of Tenbounded on the west by the city made a recommendation to a unless you're going to give the
A special lesson on "Shadow Murray, has been serving as nessee, Kentucky, Arkansas,
Tickets will go on sale at the limits and on the north by Main joint meeting of the two bodies fiscal court the same opMrs. Mary Davis Grace died
Boxes Dried Flower Pictures" interim minister.
Texas, arid Alabama. He has
portunity."
Thursday at one a.m. at the door at 7 p.m. Prices are $4 for a Street. Beginning at the in- in July.
by Mrs. Fred
also had a radio program on
"At our next meeting in
Councilman Roy Starks said will be taught
Murray-Calloway County general admission ticket or $3 tersection of Main and 8th, the
on Monday, November
stations in Blytheville, Ark,
Hospital. She was 83 years of for a Murray State student with boundary would run south along August," Miller said, "the "My only concern with this is Gingles
at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway 'Margin Of Goodness'
and Fulton.
age and formerly of Mayfield. a student identification card. No 8th to Sycamore, west along Fiscal Court simply expressed a the possibility that on the 12,
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passage of this
Survivors are one son, James
Sycamore to 12th and south
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where it would turn
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The South West Ward would council) would then express a pressed his opinion that he does
Rev. W. Edd Glover, minister of
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Johnson Blvd. from the western
Presbyterian
Cumberland
of Nashville, Tenn., and Charles
property and that he did not
Funeral services were held
city limits to 12th which it would COMMttee."
Church, at the eleven a.m.
of Dallas, Texas, both gospel
"Regardless of all the water think the Fiscal Court unfollow south to Glendale, follow
this morning at eleven o'clock
services on Sunday, November
and two daughters,
preachers,
dam,"
that's
the
Miller
over
derstood
this.
Glendale east to Ninth and go
at the Roy M. Lowe Funeral
11, at the church.
Mrs. Matt (Nancy) Jones,
Scott asked Judge Miller if he
south on Ninth to the city limits, continued," my purpose in
Home, Lowes, with Rev. J.W.
His scripture will be from
teacher at Memphis State
which it would follow on the being here tonight is to say to cared to comment and Miller
Crowley, officiating.
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my
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that
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that
your
"it's
replied
Burial was in the Owens
southern and western borders to
The Calvary Temple Pen- will be at ten a.m. and evening (Roma) Hanks of Nashville,
where the limits intersect with we should cooperate and we're resolution and I wouldn't want tecostal Church of God will
Chapel Cemetery in Graves
worship will be at 6:30 p.m.
Tenn.
ready to, but we were amazed to comment."
County.
Greeters at the door Sunday
End Time Holy
Michael Johnson, assistant Johnson Blvd
The public is invited to hear
that you fellas would make a
Henley further explained his have "The
c.
Revival" morning will be Mr. and Mrs. Bro. Stovall at the Hazel Church
professor in the art department
motion to purchase a piece of resolution as being a means of Spirit Charismatic
November 11, Thomas Jones.
of Murray State University,
on Sunday, a church spokesman
property which so far as we clarifying exactly where the starting Sunday,
addressed the Murray Art Guild
and continuing through Sunday,
said.
never
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been council stands on the issue.
had
at a special called meeting
November 18.
(Coutianed from Page 1)
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After several more minutes of
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evangelist and will be speaking
property,"
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Wranglers Riding Club
"How Much
and Brown's traffic report for the said,
"His Land," a special color photography
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Time
End
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Wranglers
motion picture, will be shown at cinematography, approached last
Plans Party And Meet
issued with 48 made the decision here, was get ill about?"
Began," "The Last World back riding area, located in the
the First Baptist Church, guild members with the idea of listed 84 citations
their motive behind it strictly
"Yes sir," Miller answered,
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Lock Creek Valley portion of
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cold season, opening again in
Councilman Henley said that and opinions of this body and to
the history of soybeans and mid March; however, if anyone
Prices of stocks of local intheir effect on American life at is especially anxious to see the officials of the Memorial that end I've prepared a terest at noon today, furnished
the regular meeting of the work during the closed season, Baptist Church had approached resolution."
to the Ledger 8r Times by I. M
Henley's resolution referred
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Beatty said. "At the ptesent Service, Friday, November 9, problem and report back to the reomrnend any additional park Ford
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land north of Main Street unlass Gen. Motors
council.
There's only one way to get to know a Car:
price of $5.00 per bushel this 1973
Look under the hood. Give the Matador a good
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drive it!
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complete
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residential Gen. Tire
means, $6,000,000 to the Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
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making it very easy for
Then take one for a test drive. See what a
economy of Calloway County. Market Report Includes 9 request from the Murray Art redevelopment of the Douglas Goodrich
you to get behind the wheel of a 74 Matador
Matador will do for you.
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Gulf Oil
Guild, asking if there was any neighborhood is carried out.
Come see us. We promise you a relaxed,
The eleven western counties in Buying Stations
And if your test drive doesn't change your
no-pressure visit. Our people know why you're
The resolution requested the Pennwalt
mind about which mid-size car to buy,then
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Aubrey F. Burkeen
Dies Thursday At
Mayfield Hospital

Rev. Williamson Is
Pastor Of Sinking
Spring Church Here

Tickets On Sale
At DOCK for Concert

Wards . ..

Bro. Stovall Will
Speak At Hazel

Park

Mrs. Mary D. Grace
Dies At Hospital

Calvary Church
Plans Revival

Murray Art Guild
Plans Activities
At Sunday Meet

Special Film Will
Be Shown Sunday
At Local Church

Stalls .. .

Areas In LBL Will
Close, Deer Hunts

afiteride

Dr. Beatty Is
Kiwanis Speaker

lest drive a Matador...during
your AMC Dealer's Test Drive Days.

Stock Afarket

rs

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
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